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Method for Calculating the Cost of Electricity Generation troa
Nuclear and Conventional Thermal Stations
SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

1.

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE GROUP OF EXPERTS

The Nuclear Energy Study Committee of UIIPEDE, in response to
a request from the Directorate General for Energy of the Coanisaion or
the European Communities, has asked a group of e~te to establish a
model for calculating and comparing tbe coat of.electrioit7 ...-ratiaa
troa nuclear and ccmventian.al ther•l atatiCDa. the IIOdal w.UA allow
the difterent murope&D electricity utilities to provida data aa4 re.U'\a
ca a co-an and comparable international basis.
The model developed in this report can be applied to new
nuclear stations of any type, to conventional thermal stations and
even to gas turbines, but is not intended to be applied to combined
heat and power stations.
Only future costs are considered, that is to say the costs o'f
new stations, whether under construction or being planned, but not the
costs of stations already operating, which would be evalutaed by
accounting methods. Thus present costs are not considered.
The method presented in this report is not intended to be
substituted for that used by each eleotrioi ty utility for its own needs,.
in particular for establishing budgets and financial requirements. lOr
is it intended to give the overall cost of supplying the consumers'
electricity demand, which continually varies, as does the plant needed
to meet the demand.
The overall cost can only be calculated taking into account
all elo::ncnts of the ~ystem, in particular the shape of the load curve,
the generating plant mix and generating reserve margin, the network
interconncetions, etc. These factors must also be taken into accoant
when making a full ecoromic comparison of new generating stations ot
different types when added to a given system. The model presented
in this report is not suffir~J.~nt::./ sophisticated for such a comparison
and is intended only for the f.iU!'pose of comparing generating stations
or the same type.
The Services of the Commission of the European Community were
associated with the work of the Group of Experts.

2.

PRESENTATION OF THE METHOD

The essentials of the proposed method are set out in this
summary under three headings :-

(i)

The principles and method of economic appraisal.

(ii)

Definition of limits of supply and cash flows required
by the method for the three components :
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(iii)

Investment cost (capital cost).
Operating cost other than fuel.
Fuel cost.

Presentation of data and results.

Summary schedules and a short numerical example illustrating
the essentials of the method are attached to this swmmary. The body
of the report gives ·the detailed explanations and arguments underlying
the adoption of the method.

3.

THE PRINCIPLES

AND

METHOD OF ECONOMIC APPRAISAL

(Chapters 3 and 4 of the report)

3.1

Discounting :

The present-value method is used : all costs incurred by the
electricity utility (investment, operating and fuel costs) are included
at the time the utility incurs them and are at present valued to a given
base date (see para 3.6 below). !'b.ey are theJl .,._d to gift a total preaent value coat. When coats are incurred on a cCBtiDuoua baeia (e.c.
operat~ costa) it ia oaoaidered ade~uate to lu.p tbe• aa a ..riea ot ooata
occurring at the middle of each year {see appendix 1 of the report).
3.2

Constant money

All costs are expressed in constant money (real terms), that
is to say in the same monetary unit, representing the value of money at
a given reference date - if possible 1 January in the year the cost
estimate is made.

3.3

Treatment of costs already incurred :

In the case of a station already under construction some costs
will already have been incurred in previous years, and will have
reflected the val~e of money in these previous years. A general price
~ is produced by the Government in all countries which relates the
value of money at one date to the value of money at another date. Costs
incurred in previous years are oonvertad to costs in terms of the value
of money at the reference date by multiplying them by the change in the
general price index between the two dates {1).

3·4

Future costs and relative prices

Estimates of future costs of individual factors, even though
expressed in constant money terms, should still take account of expected
future relative price changest that is to say the change in cost
(whether positive or negative) relative to the expected future change in
the general price index (rate of inflation).
(1)

The index often used is that of the cost of the gross internal
product. This index measures the depreciation of the monetary
units over time (inflation).
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These relative price changes occur in particular for wages
(generally positive, reflecting the increase in purchasing power), taxes,
raw materials (fuel-oil, uranium), certain industrial processes (e.g.,
decrease in the relative price of fabrication of fuel assemblies with
series production and technological progress).

3·5

Discount Rate :

When working in constant money terms it is not appropriate to
use current money financial interest rates. Nor for purposes of
international comparison, is it possible, due to the different rates ttaed
in different countries, to choose a single "best" value or constant aone7
terms discount rate. The Group of Experts therefore recommend quotinc
results for a range of discount rates and further recommend using rates
of 5% and H>% P• a.

3.6

Choice of base date for discounting :

The base date for the present value of costs ia the date or
commercial commissioning of the unit considered. It is, in fact, the
forecast date considered the most probable at the time of the estimation.
of the costs. In the case where costs are estimated globally for-two or
more units without being able to split them, the base date is JDeaD
co•issioning date of the units. Most investment coats are incurrecl
before the base date but a few after. Operating and fuel coata are
mostly incurred after this date but can come before it.

3.7

Present value of energy output :

The net (sent-out) energy generated by the station in each 7._ _
of operation is estimated and present valued to the base date, juat aa it
they were costs (1). This calculaticn should include output prior to
commercial commissioning. As energy generation is spread over the
operating yeax, it is assumed to be concentrated at the mid-year point
(opera-ting years are not calendar years but are counted in twelve aonth
perio\~:::: t:"rom the commissioning date).

3.8

Average present-value of coat per kWh :

The average prc·3ent value of cost per kWh i a the ratio of' the
total present value of eoat and ·: ~._, total preMDt~• ot _....,. ftd•
cost i ~ indcperJd.ent ~
of the base date for present-valuing
and of choice of depreciation rule for the recovery of the
investment cost over the station's lifetime, whioh is
fixed by financial and fiscal considerations.
It is possible also to calculate an average annual oo..C ot
generation by apportioning the total present value cost over the. ~ioa
lifetime; similar1 v the average annual energy output can be oaloula"tecl.
!b8 • • discoucted coat per klllh is then seea to be equal 'h tM
ratio of the average annual cost and average annual energy ou.tpt.tt.

( 1)

The reasons for this discounting are set out in section 3··2 o,f t:ba·
report.
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3.9

Incidence of the utilisation (load factor) and breakdown of costs
into fixed and proportional parts :

The ratio of some energy output (e.g. for a given year, or
total present value of energy output) to the net (sent out) capacity of
the station gives a utilisation (load factor) expressed as "equivalent
hours of operation at full ptJwer".
Since the generation cost depends on utilisation which in turn
depends on·the future operation of the station within the syetem, the
group of experts recommends each electricity utility :
to specify the utilisation for which the average
discounted-cost per kWh is calculated
to give a breakdown allowing the cost to be varied
as a function of utilisation, that is to say a
bre&kdo~ t.to a fixed cost and a ooat proportiamal to
.utilisation.
It is then easy to compare costs for the same load factor.
The fixed part of the cost compri see :
investment cost
the major part of the operating cost
a part of the fuel cost, especially for nuclear plant.
If this is expressed in terms of average annual cost, the fixed part
becomes
capital charges (depreciation and interest; for nuclear
stations the fixed part of the fuel charge is included) (1)
the annual fixed operating cost
The proportional operating costs include
a part of the operating cost (certain maintenance costs,
taxes or rents, etc.)
for conventional thermal stations, virtually all the fuel
costs and for nuclear stations, the most part.
In practice, making this breakdown is straightforward except
for nuclear fuel costs; that is why these are discussed at length in the
report (Chapter 7).
( 1) The average annual value of the capital charges does not iaply any
rule of depreciation, any more than the discounted average coat per kWh
{see ).8). Such a rule does not appear until an annual tiaetable of
capital charges is fixed {e.g. if' they are supposed constant at the average
value).
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4• LIJII'l'S OF SUPPLY AND CASH FLOWS
4.1

General :

The above method is based on the inclusion of all coats at
their correct time of occurance; once this principle is stated it is
neither necessary or possible to give a detailed breakdown of oosts.
However, the group of experts have agreed to separate costa not
directly associated with the station but which depend on general policies
in each country (dues, taxes, insurances, etc.) and general overhead•
(headquarters costa, eto.). Costs of this type should be excluded fr•
international comparisons.

4.2

Investaent cost (Chapter

5) :

The investment cost include all direct costs paid by the
utility to manufacturers and sub-contractors for materials and eervioes.
'l'hey include all the utility's costs directly associated with the station,
ra.aging fro• costs of preliminary site inveetigation, land purchase, offIIi te perii8Zlent and temporary works, site works, to coats of oOIIIIIiasioniq,
final site clearance, engineering charges and allowances to cover unforseen oondi tiona, etc. ( 1)
The cash flows for these costs can be given in more or less
detail, but should include at least one cost per year of construction.
The difference between the sum of the costs present -valued to
the date of co-ercial commissioning and the direct sum of the costs
(rult present-valued) constitutes the interest during construction
(~ch can be expressed as a percentage of the direct sum of the costa).
Two categories of costs are set out separately and are not
included in the calculation of costs for international comparisons 1
dues, taxes, insurance .costs arising from contracts with
outside bodies
utility's :.:.ndi~·,ect costs not directly associated with
the station ( ceHtral overheads, social costs etc.)
The estimation of in\"e.stment costs in constant money terms
requires making allowance for expected future relative price·changee.
This can be done by price adjustment formulae which use indices of
future salaries and cost of lll&terials, together with the general price
iDClu, over the period of construction. Using this method, the rate of
inflation must be included as well as estimates of relative prices,
since the price adjustment formu.lae includes a constant term, the rate ot
inflation is also required to convert basic cost estimates and pouiblJ
costa already incurred to monetary units at the reference date.

(~)

In a constant money calculation, no allowance for inflation needs to
be included.
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The limits of supply are tor•d b7 'tha hit;h volt&p ter•male
of the generator transformers but exeluding the switching substation,
lines and cables connecting the station to the system. In the case of a
station extension on an already developed site, the costs exclude the costs
of supply attributable to the first station. In the case of a nuclear
station, the moderator costs are included but this report adopts the
convent ian. of including the initial fuel charge with the fuel cost.
The cost of dismantling a station is mentioned in a separate
schedule if it is possible to give an estimate; it not this is stated, aa
a reminder.

4·3

Operating costs other than fuel (Chapter 6) a

These costs, generally estimated on a yearly basis, include a
fixed part, independent of utilisation, aad a part proportional to energy
output.
The fixed costa include labour costs on site, costs of materials
and services independent of utilisation, fixed repair and maintenance
costa, eto.

The proportional costs include cost of •terials
consumed in operation and possibly the costs of labour and materials
for a part of the repair and maintenance costs (particularly for gas
turbines·).
Taxes, dues, rents and insurance on the one hand, and overheads
on the other hand, are put in a separate schedule and excluded from
international comparisons.
The effect of relative price changes on operating costs is
considerable and arises from two separate periods
firstly the period between the reference date defining
the monetary unit and the first year of operation
secondly the period of operation of the

station

These effects can be calculated giving information on future operating
modes, salaries, maintenance costs etc.

4·4

Fuel cost (Chapter 7 and A~pendix 2)

For a conventional thermal station, this cost includes the
purchase, transport and handling of the fuel {coal, fuel-oil, natural
gas, lignite etc.), and costs or revenue arising from ash and dust
disposal. All these costs are proportional to utilisation. It is
necessary also to allow for fuel stocks maintained on site-cost of
initial stock less final stock, all discounted to the commissioning date.
This cost is independent of utilisation.
The estimation of nuclear fuel cost is more complex because of
'the number and variety of operations on each batch of fuel, of its dwell
time in the reactor, etc. Hence, it is necessary to simulate the
complete fuel cycle over the reactor lifetime.
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Even so, all that is necessary, in applying the present value
method, is to calculate correctly the timing of costs of initial and
replacement fuel incurred by the utility- including uranium ore costs,
conversion to UF , enrichment, fabrication, reprocessing (all including
6
transport costs and treatment and storage of radioactive waste), credits
for recovery of uranium and plutonium from spent fuel (or economies of
natural uranium and separative work for new fuel).
The fixed component of these costs is largely due to the
storage in the reactor of fuel which, under average burn-up conditions,
equals half the fuel used under equilibrium operating conditions; it is
therefore not equal to the cost of the initial charge.

The component proportional to the energy produced corresponds
to the costs of replacing spent fuel in the reactor.
Chapter 7 (para.75) and Appendix 2 of the report give a
detailed analysis of this breakdown in fixed and variable components.

5.

PRESENT AT ION OF DATA AND RESULTS

In order that costs quoted ·by different utilities can be
consistent and comparable, the following minimum data and results are
required :
(a)

Basic data :
reference date for the monetary unit and exchange
rates, if possible 1 January of the year in question
discount rates, working in constant money :

5 and lo%

date of commercial commissioning of each unit in the
statior.:., or mean date where relevant
assumed lifetime of each unit
(b)

rr echnical description of the station
1

r.. short description of all the technical c~acteristics
of the site and s+,ation significantly affect~ng or
·ne.t.p1:ng
, ·
t o explain costs, in particular costs incurred
:'or uafe'"ty or environmental protection.

(c)

Basic results

average discounted cost per kWh for given utilisation
assumption, broken down into investment costs,
operating costs other than fuel, and fuel cost
the fixed cost per kW net (sent out), split into investment,
operating and fuel cost
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costs proportional to kWh, broken down into
operating and fuel cost.
This gives minimum information which does not allow a complete
analysis of results or a full explanation of differences thrown up by
comparisons. The complete set of assumptions, information and results
necessary or helpful for this purpose are set out in the attached
schedules, which utilities are recommended to fill in as fully as
possible.
Schedule 1

basic data

Schedule 2

technical description of the station

Schedule 3

investment co 1ft

Schedule 4

: operating cost

Schedule 5

fuel cost

Schedule 6

SWDDlary of results.

Finally, it should be noted that, in parallel with the method
presented in this report, each electricity producer can apply the methods
of his choice for his own needs, in particular for preparing budgets and
financial require.ents, which must include expenses in current money
terms.
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SCHEDULE NO. 1
Basic Data
(Chapters 3 & 4 of report)
Base date of monetary unit ( UA) and rates of exchange

Discount rate in constant money :

5%

and 1<>%

Date of commercial comadssioning of the station (or of each unit)

Unit lifetime
Asswmed power station utilisation, in equivalent hours of service
at full power
-

let year of operation, froa a date to be specified (1)

-

2nd
3rd

"
"

etc.
Number of hours present valued
commi ssi oni ng

to the date of cozmaercial

5%

-

at

-

at 1~

Number of years of utilisation present valued to the date of

commercial
at

-

(1)

co~ssioning

5%

at 10%

Part of the output in the first year ie generated prior to
commissioning. The start date of this year JBUst be p:recisely
defined.

This assumed utilisation should correspond to the mean present
valued cost per kWh given in Schedules 5 and 6.
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SCHEDULE 2
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF POWER STATION
(Chapter 5 of Return 5.1)
Site characteristics;
already in use, etc.

geographical location, new site or

Number of units, boilers and turbo alternators.
Operating concept: independent or coupled units, co11110n
or independent circuits, etc.
Type of cooling: open circuit, closed circuit, mixed circmit,
type of refrigerant, aean temperature and pressure conditions
within the condenser, etc.
Net electric power (leas all auxiliaries) at mean conditions
of cooling and over a range of variation.
Possible _capacity margin

In the case of nuclear plant
-

boiler type

-

thermal power of reactor

-

type of containment and securi t;y provisions
{ electrical supply to auxiliaries, •ergenoy cooling,
earthquake, aircraft or JDi.ssile impact, sabotage, etc.)

-

measures to protect the environment (thermal pollution,
effluents, noise, etc.)

In the case of fossil plant
fuel used
-

principal steam condi tiona (pressure, t•perature, etc.)
specific consamption of tuel
(in gross or net calories/kWh)

-

measures to protect the environment (chimneys, dust
control, desulphurisation, noiae etc.)

In the case of Gas Turbine Plant

-

tuel used
Principal temperature and preeeure obaracteristioe
under ambient conditions.

-

Measures to protect the environment ( chilllleys, noise, etc.)
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SCHEDULE NO. 3
Investment Cost per KW net electrical
(Chapter 5 of the report, section 5.2 to 5.6)
Cat. 1:

construction cost in constant money terms, excluding taxes,
interest during construction, insurance expenses, etc •••
but including the electricity utility's expenses directl7
incurred in constructing the station.

Cat. 2:

taxes, duties, contingency fees, insurance costs arising fro•
contracts with outside bodies.

Cat. 3t

interest during construction at 5% and lo%

Cat. 4:

general expenses of the utility (central services,
overheads, etc.)

Categories 1 and 3 which give the basic data for
purposes will be completed by the following information :

co~arison

formulae for the revision of construction cost
future values for the indices in these formulae
{salaries, raw materials, etc)
future escalation of the general price index used in
calculating the construction cost in constant money
schedule of construction cost payments (at least one
per year) used in the calculation in Category 3.
The discounting cost for the station should be given separately
if it is taken into account in calculating the cost of energy generation.
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SCHEDULE NO. 4

Operating costs, excluding fUel
(Chapter 6 of the report)
1.

Fixed operating coats ( j.ndependent of utiliaation) average
discounted cost in constant money teras, per net kW ot
electricity per annum, using 5 & 1~ discount rates.
Cat. 1 : direct operating cost, excluding taxes,
including: total expenses for ei te
personnel, raw ~~at erial a, various
supplies and ll&teriala, repair and
aaintenance.

1~

Cat. 2 : taxes, duties, rents and insurance coats
arising froa contracts with outside
bodies eto •••
Cat. 3

1

general expenses (region&! and central
services outside the ai te).
TOTAL

2.

Proportional coat per kWh (excluding tuel)
at 5 and 1~ di a count rate:
Cat. 1 : aaterials used in operation, repair and
aaintenance :
Cat. 2

1

d.utiea, taxes and rents

This breakdown should be supplemented by the following
information:
-

the portion of salaries .in categories 1 and 3 of fixed coat

-

relative price changes in constant money, in partioa.la:r ot
ealari es (oat egori es 1 and 3 of fixed expenses) and ot
duties (category 2 of fixed expenses}

-

the overall relative cost change of the fixed and
proportional costs.

-

nuaber or· workers on site, and optionally:-

breakdown of manpower on site into : operation, repair and
maintenance, adllini strati on and site manag•ent

-

repair and maintenance cost a as a percentage ot the capital
cost of the equipaent,
etc.

-
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SCHEDULE NO. 5

Fuel cost (Chapter 7 of the Report)
Conventional Thermal Stations
specific fuel consuaption {using gross or net calorific
value) per kW( e) net
cost of fuel (per therm using gross or net calorific value}
asswmed future relative price change for fuel cost
Proportional cost = specific conswmption times fuel cost
Fixed cost

= fuel

stock on site

Nuclear
1.

Basic Assumptions
-

price of ore concentrates in t/lb of u~o and in
8
UA per kg of U contained in the concentrates
cost of conversion of concentrates into UF , per kg
6
of contained U
enrichment cost, in ~ and UA per kg of U

-

fuel element fabrication cost per kg - SWU

-

reprocessing cost of irradiated fuel, per kg of U
contained in new or irradiated assemblages (say which)
(transport, basic reprocessing, treatment and
storage of radioactive waste, etc.).
plutonium credit, per fissile gramme

-

relative price change, in constant money, of each
of these costs
schedule of payments associated with each fuel cycle operation

-

(1)

main physical characteristics, including for each fUel
batch, for example (l) :-

The characteristics given here apply to reactors with off-load
refuelling, in particular PWR and BWR. For reactors with on-load
refuelling, in particular gas-graphite, it is neceaaary to pve
quantities consumed or produced for a· given quantity of en·ergy
{generally expressed in equivalent days operation at tull power),
and the isotopic coraposition of new and irradiated fuel.
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SCHEDULE NO. 5 (Cont'd)
-

date of fuel loading
initial uranium mass
initial enrichment
date of refuelling
final uranium mass
final enrichment in u2 ~
fissile Pu contained ln 5 the irradiated fuel
discharge level of irradiation (MWD/te)
etc ••••
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SCHEDUlE 10. 5 (CCilt 'd)

-

fabrication

5
15

25
25

-

recovery of fabrication losses

30
100

-

7
2
1
0

in ~~C:Dthll follow •
ing unloading

IT,....ad"•ted fuel

-

24
13

reprocessing
oredits for uraniwa aDd plutonium

100
100

18
20

P~sical

characteristics of eaoh batch of ele.antsa see attached table
(identical to the table in am1e:x: 2 of the report).

2 - Besu}ts (aver!f! discounted coat/kWh)
halsdos lo, 1 in cOO/kWh

5~
-

natural uranium
enrichEnt
fabrication of elements
recovery of losses of fabrication
reprocessing
credit for uraniwa
credit for plutoniWB
total cost

0,16

0,16
0,05

- o,o1
o,crr

10 ~

0,18
0,17

0,06
- o,o1

- 0,03

0,06
- 0,03

0,37

0,41

o,ur

0,10
0,31

- o,o3

- 0,03

Brtaltdown Io, 2 in e 00/kWh
-

-

initial charge
refuelling
reserve stocks

0,30

-

-

0,33

0,34
39,2

p,a,

total coat

0,37

p •••

0,41

lrea.kdoJB lo. 3
-

proportional cost at equilibrium
in o'OO/k'rlh
fixed coat in 00/kV

32,4
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2.

Results

Average present valued cost per kWh : c, for the utilisation given in
Schedule 1, with the following breakdowns:

5%

Breakdown No. 1
-

natural uranium
enrichment

-

fuel element fabrication

-

reprocessing

-

uranium credit (natural U enrichment)

-

plutonium credit
TOTAL : c

=

Breakdown Ho. 2
-

initial charge

-

refuelling

-

reserve fuel
TOTAL : c =

Breakdown No. 3
-

proportional cost per kWh
at equilibria

-

fixed cost

in UA per kW(e) net

If U is the total discounted utilisation, we have :
c

fixed cost

u

+

proportional cost.

10%
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SCHEDULE NO. 6
Syetheaie ot re ..lts
(Chapter 8 in the 'report)
1~

Fixed Oost in MU per kW (e) net
-

investment
fixed operating cost
fixed portion of tuel cost
Total fixed coat

Proportional cost JIU :per ltWh
-

proportional operating cost
proportional fuel cost
Total proportional co.t

Avera.ge cost in JIU per kWh, for data ill Sobedule 1

Schedule 1 :
-

investment
operating (excluding fuel)
fuel
TOTAL COS'!'

For each catego-ry ~or coat ( inv-e.taent, operating, fllel),
and Cor the total, the following relati.onahip holde :
Av-erage cost •

fiud o.o-s:t
U

+ proportional .coat

where U is the total .discount.ei utilisation
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CALCULATION OF THE COST OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY PRODUCTION
FROM FOSSIL AND !fOOLEAR POWER S!'".ITIONS

A practical example consistent with the
au..-ary- of the report and given only

as an illustration of the method
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SCHEDULE NO. 1
Basic Data

Monetary unit : European unit of account ( UJ.) ( 1}
base date of raonetary unit : 1 January 1976
discount rate in constant money : 5 and 1~
coraeroial collllllissioning date for staticxu 1. 7.82
life of station : 20 years
station operating assumptions in operating hOlll'a
equivalent to full output, for the yeara beginning
3 months before ooasdssioning :
-

lsi year of operation : 3000 hours

-

2nd year of operation : 5000 hours

-

3rd - 20th year ot operation : 6600 hours

number of hours present-valued to oo•eroia1

(,.

(1)

5%

-

at

-

at 1~

co~aaioning

80300 hours

:

55400 hcn.tra

number of years operation present-valued to
co..tssioning date :
-

at

5%

12.77

-

at

lo%

8.93

For schedules 4,

5, 6 use the following :

cUA

=-

10-2 UA

UA

=

Unit of Account

~ercial

d.ate a
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SCHEDULE NO. 2
Technical Description of the Station (1)
Nuclear station with two similar reactors, sited on a river, with
closed circuit cooling provided by natural draught cooling towers,
with one tower per unit.
PWR-Type, Westinghouse, 3 priiiiL'ry loops per reactor, a single
heat exchanger and a single turbo-generator per unit, (unit ayst•)•
Total capacity : 905 MW electric net
Thermal Capacity of Reactor : 2775 MW
Capacity Margin :

about

5%

Prestressed concrete containment with impervious inside steel Skin.
cooling : two injection routes with independent security
and 100, discharge from eaoh.

Emerg~~gy

{1)

Given here very briefly and incompletely.
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NO; J

SCHEDULE

Inveataezrt Coarta per kW(E) Net

5~

Cat.

1&
2:
3& at ~

Cat.

4:

Cat.
Cat.

loc&

340 UJ./kw

I

:

0

I

45

at 1~

95

15

!otal Cost

:

at 'JI,

:

at 1~

400
450

Price fteviaion f'onna.la tor oategor:r 1 cost :
p

s

PadB

+ 0.48

- 0.10 + 0.10

p

PedB

0

0

M

S0

+ 0.32

"with Pa!B

r

indu of generation and services

s

.

salary inde::x:

Jl

:

overall indo: of materials

0

0

same indices at 1.1. 76

PIIII:B , .S , J1 ,
0

i

0

.l!!!Pptiona of annual increase rates :
PadB

~

:

.:.,
s :

1~

Gm.era.l price i Dd.ex

:

Progress payaent da.tes

8%
(for the construction of' 2 units)

15~

i

aytlch:r-

oniae
Co.at of dismantling

1

C011111i-

aaioning

to be recorded s&parat ely

1
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SCHEDULE NO.

3 ( SUPPLEIEN'l')

Detailed Calculation of Investment Costs in
Constant Xone:r Teras
and of discounted hours of utilisation
Assu.e a turnkey contract, details as follows :
312 UA/kW (1)

-

Basic price at 1.7.75 •

-

Formulae for price revision : see Schedule No.3

-

Assumptions of Annual price inareases : see Schedule No.3

-

Progress payments :

Ilona,. ref. date

1.1.76

J,

Base J e for

costs (1. 7 • 75)

2.6~

*

8.2% 15.3% 25.2% 23.9% 11.8% 9·2% 3-~

J.:

j,

::k

-

calculated in constant money at 1.1.76

-

co-.issioning date

-

d.at es of payments
to 1.7.83.

*

J,

J,

J,

f

CoDIIIli asi oning date
(1.7.82)

1.7.82
at 12 monthly intervals, from 1.7.76

. The successive payments expressed in 1.1. 76 money terms,
are as .follows:
1. 7• 76 I 312

X

0 ~ 026 X

O.lO+O.lOx1.09+0.48xl.l2+0.32xl.07
1.~8

vz

= B•50

2
2
O.l0+0.10x{l.09) +0.48x(l.l2) +0.32x(l.07)
1.7.77: 312 x o.o82x
372
31.08
3
= 27.073
le7e78: 312 X 0el53X0.10+0.10x(l~09) +0.48~(1~12) +0e32x(l.07)
I.o85/2
• 51.02
4
4
4
1•7•79: )12 X 0. 252 ,0.10+0.10x(le09) +0.48x(l.12) +0.32x(l.07)
l.oa7f 2
= 85.02

(1)

The price is assumed to comprise the actual expenditure of the
electricity utility, except for some general expenses.
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5
' 5
5
312 x 0 • 239 x O.lO+O.lOx(l.09) +0.4ex(l.l2) +0.32x(l.07)
l.o8972
• 81.63
312

X

6

6

6

O.l 18 x 0.10+0.10x(1.09) +0.48x(1.12) +0.32x(l.07)
11 2
- 40.87
1.08 7

1.7.82: 312 x 0 •092 x O.l0+0.10x(l.09) 7+0.48x{l.l2) 7+0.32x(l. f/)
l.oa 13f 2
• 32.33

7

a

a

8

1. 7.8 3: 312 x o.o 38 x O.l0+0.10x(l.09) +0.48x(l.l2) +0.32x(l.07)
15/2
1.08
- 13-56
Total cost in 1.1.76 money terms :

•340.00

Progresa payaents, expressed in real terms, are· then
given in Schedule No. 3:

8.50
340

27.07
• 2.5~, ----340

= 8~,

51.02

• 15%, etc •••••
340

1976 prices one finds :
312 x (l.08)Y2. 324.2 instead of 340 UA/kW
It we continue to express this in

The difference is due to the effect of applying the
revision formula to the successive payments.
Calculation ot interest during construction at discount rate a:
Let r • 1 + a
We apply to the value of 340 UA/kW the following coeffic1ent•

6
0.025 r +0.08 r5+0.15 r 4 +0.25 r 3 +0.24 r 2+ 0.12 r +0.095+0.04 _ 1
r
Calculation of the present valued number of hours :
The number of hours present valued to the date of commercial
commissioning is equal to:
r

3/12

20
3000
r

Y2

+

5000 +

-:5!2.
r

6600
rn -

Y2
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SCHEDULE NO. 4
Operating Cost, excluding fuel
1.

2.

Fixed operating cost (independent of utilisation), average annual
cost per kW(e) net, taking into account relative price changes, in
UA/kW p.a.

5%

10%

Cat. 1 (direct costs) :

9·5

9.0

Cat. 2 (taxes):

7-0

6.5

Cat. 3 (overheads):

1.5

1.5

Total fixed charges

18.0

17.0

Fixed operating costs, present valued over the station lifetime
(product of the annual charges times the present valued number
of years given in Schedule 1) in UA/kW :
.

I
3·

Proportional Cost (excluding fuel),

1<>%
230

150

in cUA/kWh (1)

10%
Cat. 1:

0.001

Cat. 2:

0.032

Total proportional Cost:

.

Pr opor t 10n

f or sa1ar1 es

0.033

0.001

0.031

in
costs: about 7CJI>.
. category 1 of fixed
.
1n category 3 of f1xed coats: approach1ng

Annual Rate of relative price changes in real money terms :
Number
( 1)

sa1ari es :
4%
taxes and rents:
4·5%
materials :
-1%
overall operating coats 3%
ot workers on site :
235

for
for
for
for

oUA • 10-

2 UA (hundredths of UA)

loa%
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SCHEDULE lfO. 5
Fuel Costa

1.

Basic Data:

21.6 ~/lb d ~ u o8 • 48 UJ./kg of contained. U
3
- ore conversion cost in UP 1 3. 5 kg of contained. U
6

- ore concentrate cost

- enrichllent cost :

1

93·5

80

-/kg-SWU •

UA/kg - SWU

- fuel element fabrication colts a 115 UA./kg of containecl U
- overall reprocessing coat
- plutonium credit

190 UA./kg of contained U
11.5 UA/g fiaaile

- relative price change in oonatant 110ne7

1

nil

- p.,.ent schedules :
Fraction of pa,aent •
cost in tf,
in aontha
before the
co.ai aaioaiq"
date
Initial fuel :
- uranium ore
- enri chJaent
- fabrication

100

100
2

17
14

3

54
45

2

43

2
2
2

37
33
27

2

3

25

23

2

20

12

26
16
12

16
12

8

11

8
16

10
7

4
4

0

4

.100

- recovery of the loss in
fabrication

100

4
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SCHEDULE N0.5 (Cont'd)
Refuelling costsa
in JDOntha
before
retue11ing

-

natural uraniWD
enrichment
fabrication

100
100

5

8
24

30

2
1

100

0

15
25
25
-

recovery or losses in
fabrication

11

13
1

in •ontha
Irradiated fuel
- reprocessing
- oredit for uraniUJI and
plutonium

after 1Ulloading

100

18

100

20

Physical characteristics of each batch of tuel -

see table in

appendix 2 of the report.
2 - Results (average discounted cost/kWh) :Breakdown No. 1 in eUA/kWh
1~

-

natural uranium

-

enrichaent

-

0.16
0.16
fabrication of fuel elements
0.05
recovery of losses in fabrication -o.Ol
reprocessing
0.07
credit for uranium
-0.03
credit for plutonium
-0.03
Total cost

0.18

0.17
0.06

-o.o1
0.06
-0.03
-0.03

0.37

Breakdown No. 2
-

-

0.10

initial charge
refuelling
reserve stocks

Total coat

0.31
P••
0.37
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SCHEDULE NO. 5

1~

Breakdown No. 3
-

proportional cost at

~ilibriua

in

cUA/kWh
-

0.33
32·4

fixed coat in UA/kW

Notes a

If U is the total present valued utilisation, we haves
Total coat per kWh

•

fixed cost + proportional

u

oon

then for example, at lo% discount rate

39.2

X

100

+ 0.34

55400
On the other hand the coat
expressed in UA per lCWe net, is a

0.10

X

10-

2

X

of the initial charge

55 400tt-55 UA/kW

The fixed coat thu• represents 7~ ( appro:x~) of the
cost of the initial charge.

24,178

24,178

4.16

5.23

6.30

7. 37

8.44

9.51

10.58

11.64

12.71

13.78

14.85

15.92

16.99

18.06

19.13

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

24,178

3.11

24,024

462

24,024

462

8

I

.o

24,024

462

23,100

2.17

. D

D
~
~

~
)
)

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

1

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

3.25

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

3·.25
3.25

20.95

20.81

50.77

3.25

3.25

2.1

3.1

2.1

2.6

2.1

2.1

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

19.12

)

. .,

I

)20.19

)

18.06

16.99

15.92

14.85

13.78

12.71

11.64

10.58

9.51

8.44

7.37

6.30

)
) 5.23

)
4.16
)

)
3.11
)

2.17

23,861

23,450

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

23,090

22,972

451

22,974

451

23,156

451

22,548

. .

. 2 .56 ....·

·--·-

1.66

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88·

0.88

o.88

0.88

0.88

p.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.92

0. 63

0.82

0. 63

0.81

0.63

0.88

~

\I

...

4. 33

6.19
. ---__ ... _________

6.68

6.68

6.68

6.68

6. 68

6.68

6.68

6.68

6.68

6.68

6.68

6.68

6.68

6.68

6.63

5.63

6.65

5.63

6.28

5.63

5.09

-

~0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

) 0. 65

)

) 1.04

)

)

} 1.17

1.07

9,820

)

(~9 .11
······--- --- -

22,587
----

33,735

33,735

33,735

33 ._7 35

33,735

33,735

33,735

33,735

33,735

33,375

33,735

33,735

33.735

33,735

32,714

20,841

32,859

20,194

2 6, 2 53

21.. 922

16,116

Irradiation! Cost
Batch Date of jMass of Enrich- Cost c Batch Date of Mass of Enrich- Fissile Pu
D in
No.
in MUA No.
unload- u in kg ment % in g per kg of reject
~oading j U in kg ment%
MUA
~n years
ing
of initial u in MWD/t

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE - CHARACTERISTICS OF CHARGED AND DISCHARGED BATCHES
Irradiated Fuel Discharged
New Fuel Charged
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SCHEDULE NO. 6
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

10%
Fixed cost a in UA per KW e net
-

Investment

400

Fixed operating cost
Fixed part of fuel cost (rounded)

230

35

40

Total fixed cost

665

640

0.03
0.33

0.03
0.34

450

150

Proportional cost a per kWh in qUA/kWh

-

Proportional cost (operation)
Proportional cost (fuel)
fdttal variable costs

Aver

e discounted cost

0.36

er kWh in cUA k

Por utilisation given on Schedule No.1
-

Investment

-

Operation (excluding fuel)
Fuel

o.so
0.37

0.81
0.30
0.41

1.20

1.50

0.32

Total cost (rounded)

For each item (investaent, operation and fuel) and for
the total, we have

average cost

=

Fixed eost

u

+ proportional cost

where U is the total discounted utilisat.i.on
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Method of Calculating the Cost of Electricity Generation
From Nuclear and Conventional Thermal Stations
1.

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE GROUP OF EXPERTS

The Nuclear Energy Study Committee of UNIPEDE, in response to
a request from the Directorate General for Energy of the Comadssion of
the European CoiDIIIUni ties, has asked a Group of Experts to establish a
model for calculating and comparing the 'cost of electricity generation
from nuclear and conventional thermal stations. The model would allow
the different European electricity utilities to provide data and results
on a common and comparable international basis.
The model developed in this report can be applied to new
nuclear stations of a.ny type, to conventional thermal lrlations and even
to gas turbines, but is not intended to be applied to combined heat and
power stations.
Only future costs are considered, that is to say the costs of
new stations, whether under construction or being planned, but not the
costs of stations already operating, which would be evaluated by
accounting methods. Thus present costs are not considered.
·
The method presented in this report is not intended to be
substituted for that used by each electricity utility for its own needs,
in particular for establishing budgets and financial requirements. Nor
is it intended to give the overall cost of supplying the con8Wilers'
electricity demand, which continually varies, as does the plant needed
to meet the demand.
The overall cost can only be calculated taking into account
all elements of the system, in particular the shape of the load curve,
the generating plant mix and generating reserve margin, the network
interconnections, etc. These factors must also be taken into aooount
when making a full economic comparison of new generating stations of
different types when added to a given system. The model presented in
this report is not sufficiently sophisticated for such a comparison and
is intended only for the purpose of comparing generating stations of
the same type.
The Services of the Commission of the European Community were
associated with the work of the Group of Experts.
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2.

PRESENTATION OF REPORT

The report first of all describes the general principles of
the discounting method used for calculating the cost of electricity
generation, and in particular the discounted average cost per kWh
(Section 3 and Appendix 1).
However, apart from the uncertainties inherent in long term
forecasts, the practical application of the method involves
considerable disparities between countries and raises some basic
question~ of economics, in particular :-

Must costs be taken in terms of constant money
ar current money?

-

What value of discount rate should be used?
Is this primarily a financial or economic rate?

These questions are dealt with and discussed in Section
which attempts to provide an answer to th• and presents 'the
conclusions of the working group.

4,

A detailed examination is then made of the three coJDponents
of the cost of electricity generation, with an indication of the data
necessary for establishing comparisons sCost of power station construction or capital
cost (Section 5)
-

Operating costs, excluding fuel (Section 6)

-

Fuel costs, including the first charge in the
case of nuclear power stations (Section 7)•

Finally, the cost of generating electricity depends on one
essential parameter : the utilisation of the power station during ita
life. This utilisation varies considerably depending on the nature
and make-up of the generating system ot which it is a part, and on the
type of plant envisaged.
It is therefore essential to specify how the cost ot the kWh
varies as a tunction of the utilisation of the power station, i.e. to
break down the generation cost between a fixed part and a part
proportional to the utilisation.
In practice, this breakdown onl7 poaea a probl .. in the oaae
of nuclear fuel costs: these are therefore exu:inecl at considerable
length (Section 1 and Appendix 2).
Finally, Section 8 gives a brief
results and draws conclusions.

SWIJIII&ry

of all the f'oregoiDB

The report contains a SWBm&ry and sammary schedules and a
numerical example illustrating the essential points of the aethod.
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3.

ME'l'HODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK a DISCOUN'l'ING

3.1

Principle of Discounting

The calculation of the cost of any product involves costs
incurred at different times and modes of production which are also
distributed in time ( 1).
The simplest expression for the cost of a unit of output is
the quotient of the arithmetical swm of all the capital and operating
costs and the arithaetieal 8Wil of the products. In this method, one
ad.da up coats expressed in monetary units of different periods. However,
these units oonstitute different goods, and ao.oh an addition is
illegitimate.

In fact, in an econoay which has not reached either
saturation ot demandt or the exhaustion of technical possibilities,
"a XU i . .ediately (2J" is generally preferred to "a MU in one year or
in 10 years": one can always find a producer ( 1) who is prepared to
invest this MU in order to obtain from it, in the long term, a higher
value, ed any conSUiler will only give up an immediate consumption in
exchange for a fUture oonSWilPtion of higher value.
In economies of the Western type, this preference for
"liquid" or "fresh" money is normally shown by the e.xi. stence of
financial markets where operators meet who are prepared to exchange
imediately available MU' s against future MU' s with additional interest.
'l'he interest in this transaction represents the cost of liquidity.

If there is in the economy a perfect financial market, such
that all yearly loans are Jl8de at the same rate a, and it is alW&\fs
possible to borrow at this rate, it is equivalent for any person to
possess one XU toda~ or to have the certainty of possessing (l+a) IU
in one year. Or again, one MU in one year is equivalent to:

v.

1

JIU today

1 + a

In the following report, ' a' will be called the
"discount rate", and V the "present value" of 1 MU in one 7ear's time.

(1)

The words "production" and "producer" are eJiployed in this
section in the widest sense: the production of an.y product,
aad not only electricity.

(2)

MU • aonetary unit (DX, BF, FF, Lire, £, ~' etc.)
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It one now considers a unit available in 2 years,
and if the rate reaaains a, the present value of this lltJ ia
Xore generally, a unit in n years time baa a present

value of

1

(1 +

1

(1 + a}z •

{1)

aJ n

The values, discounted to a given date, of all the coria
relating to one production unit can then be aumu.ted..
Let D ( t) be the cost incurred at instant t (the actual
outgoing of f'uncla, either capital or operating cost a). The total cost,
discounted to an arbitrary date taken as the time origin, and -....d
froa this date to infinity, is expressed by a
0<)

D

~

};
t

(~(!) a)t

=0

In fact, the life of the implement of production (a power
station for example) is not infinite : let T be this lite. Let us
suppose that the date of collllli saioning is taken as the origin, and. that
the construction costs extend over n years betore co.adaaioning. The
total cost discounted to the date of commissioning is expressed aaa

D

=

D (t)
(1 + a)

t

Some practical methods of carrying out the discounting
calculation for a schedule of coats are given in Appendix 1.

3.2

Average Discounted Cost per kWh

Let D be the total discounted cost of a conventional or
nuclear thermal power station, covering all costs (capital, operating
and fuel costs).
It is now necessary to distribute this oost uniformly over
the energy produced cy the power station throughout its life. In order
to do this, each kWh is a.snigned an average cost c auoh that the
discounted value of the power sta~;i.on output, valued at this averace
cost, i.s equa.!. to the 8Um of the discounted coats D.
As the discounted value of the electricity- generation ia the
product of a number of kWh' s and a unit cost asawaed to be conatut
throughout the lifetime of the power station, this leads to u
expression which on first sight is a little unexpectecla that .of' the
"total discounted energyM or the "number of discounted hours"•

(1)

If the rate assumes different yearly values a~~J•••••t a , ••••• ,
then MU today is equivalent to (1 + a ) (1 +~)·• •\1 +
n
MU in n years time. Conversely, one
in n years is equivalent
to
1
MU today-.
(l+a1 ) (l+~) ••••••• (l+an)

lJm

-n>

In tact, if one designates byE (t) the energy supplied in
the year t, the average discounted cost of the kWh c is defined by
the equation:
-.i.
T
cE( t) t
or
c ~ E( t) t ( 1)
D = /,
-ti ( l+a)
{-..J ( l+a)
When c is made a co•on factor in the right hand aide of the
equation, a quantity appears whicli is the total discounted energy E.
The average discounted cost per kWh is therefore equal, b7
definition, to the ratio of the total discounted cost D and the total
discounted energy E (2). One can also say that the coat o is the price
at which the Company constructing and operating the power station should
sell the energy at the station terminals to exactly balance its
discounted costs and its discounted revenue.
In the case where all the coats are expressed per net
electrical kW, the same IIUst apply to the energy E (t) which is then
equivalent to a nUilber of hl)urs H ( t) a these are not actual apeating
hours, but equivalent hours of operation at tull capacitx, giving -the
same energy.
The number of discounted hours
into account footnote (1):H

.\.,

is thus expressed, taking

H(t)_

4- i/')
r;ii1 ( l·:ta)"-! '-

The time-schedule of energy ·E ( t) or the number of hours
H ( t) may be of any type, and may take into account on the one hand
teething troubles, and on the other hand variations in the power station
output over time (for example, going off ba... load and rising
progressively in the load curve).

3.3 Presentation in terms of annual amounts
On the basis of a total discounted quantity (costs, energy
or number of hours), a weighted annual average can be utined using
the discount factors for successive years. For example, the discounted
average annual ut.ilisation is defined by the ratio:

(1)

The energy E (t) is distributed uniformly in time, apart from
minor random variations. It is shown in appendix 1 that,
under these conditions, this equation can be written:

D

(2)

=c

t.

E(t)

.

t=l ( l+a) t- Y2
If the discounting date for costs and energy if shifted ~t, the
two terms of the ratio are divided bJ' (l+a) 4 a hence the
average discounted cost of the kWh does not depend on the
discounting date.
By convention, the date of ,commissioning is
generally taken for this date.
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\~

H (t)

t=l
H=
T

\~

t=l
The same would apply to costs or energy. The denominator of
this ratio is the number of discounted years, or the discounted lite ot
the power station. If one considers the ratio which defines the
discounted average cost per kWh, and if the top and bottom of this ratio
are divided by the number of d.i scount ed years, one can see that the
discounted average cost per kWh is also equal to the ratio of the averace
yearly cost and the average yearl~ energy.
Now the total discounted cost comprises :The capital cost I.
The power station operating costs, F.
The average annual cost itself comprises two terms :th~ discounted life,
represents the annual fixed charge including the
amorti,ation of the invested capital and the financial
charges (or interest•) on the capital which hae not
yet been amortized.

The first, the quotient of I and

The second is the annual average of the operating costa
and the fuel costs.
The calculation of the discounted average coat per kWh oaa
thus be entirely based on annual amounts. tfheae are not quantitiea
which relate to a particular year, bu.t are averages weighted b7 th•
discounting factors of the successive 7ears of operation of the station.
None of the foregoing ( s~ctions 3.2 and 3.3) impliea knowlec~Be
of any depreciation rule. Such a rule would appear only when eettiDg
out a schedule of yearly capital charges a tor exa.ple, if oae were to
suppose these constant and equal to their aean value.

But in practice, the depreciation r.le 1• fixed bf tiD&DCial
and fiscal considerations which are not the coaoera of thie report.
(of. Section 1).
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4• PRACTICAL WAYS OF APPLYING THE DISCOUNTING METHOD
4.1

Practical Difficulties of Application

The discounting method, which is of great theoretical
simplicity, unavoidably gives rise to considerable difficulties when
applied in practice.
There are of course the difficulties inherent in long term
forecasts of a very uncertain future : one does not know in advance
the actual operating lifetime (generally 20 to 30 7ears), future price
changes for various items, the utilisation of the power station within
the system, etc. The hypotheses used will sometimes be the result of
forecast studies, but they will often be normative and subject to
revision as one obtains further information and acquires experience
in the construction and operating of power stations.
However, on the economic level, two fundamental difficulties
are encountered :The first one is due to the future variations
in prices in the economy as a whole, and raises
the question as to whether the calculations
mu.st be in current money or constant money terms
The second one is due to the fact that in practice
no financial mark•t is perfect. and there is no rate a
which is identical for every ~ket operator
and at which one can borrow or lend unlimited swas.
4.2

Current Money and Constant Money

In every economy, and in particular in all economies of the
Western type since the end of the last World War, the prices of goode
and services have varied constantly and, very generally, in an upward
direction (inflation). The possible transactions allowed by a given
monetary mass (purchasing power) ther.efore diminish in the course of
timef this is known as inflation or monetary erosion.
In order to measure the variation in the value of money, it
is necessary to define a general price index related to all national
transactions in all sectors and at all levels of the economy, or at
least in some basic sector (e.g. all retail prices relating to goods
and services conBUJied by households, or the price index of the gross
domestic product). Each price is weighted by the quantities of goods
or services to which it applies. '!'his index is usually calculated and
published by the Government of each country.
Knowledge of this index allows costs to be expressed in
constant money, that is to say keeping the unit of money at thevalue
it had on a given date: preferably 1 January of the current year.
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In fact, the depreciation of the monetary unit between that

date taken as the origin and any date t is measured by the ratio ot
the general price index for inatant t to that of the date of origin (1).
A ~nt made at instant t and in the aoney for that date is apreeeed.
in teras of the aoney for the date of origin after being divided by this
ratio. By correcting in this way all the payments due to the construction
and operation of the power atation, one obtains constant aoney costs,
expressed in terms of a single and well-defined monetary unit.

4•3 Relative Price Changes
The above considerations only involve the general average of
prices, weighted by the quanti ties to which they apply. However, the
prices ot any particular co•odi ty or service do not generally va.ry aa
this average.
Ifumeroua examples can be given of this :the moat iaportant i a without doubt that of wa,;es
which, in aany Western countries .and for a nua'ber
of years now, have been increasing more rapidl7
than the general price level (increase in
purchasing power); the aaae applies to the wages
of power station operating personnel;
as regards the nuclear fuel cycle, the prices of
natural uranium, enrichment and reprocessing
have increased much more rapidly than the general
price index since 1972 or 1973;
on the other hand, the price of manufacturing
fuel assemblies has generally increased much less
rapidly than the general price level, thanks to
gradual industrial development, technological
progress and mass-production;
in certain countries, taxes on electricity
generating stations are increasing much more
rapidly th&n the general index;
the price adjustmcid :ormulae included in orders
for equipment or su.b-as&ie.Jiblies may cause the
prices to vary at a rate depending on the size
ot the constant term and of the parts dependent
on wages and materials in each formula;

( 1)

Between these two dates, any number of months usually elapse,
which do not give a whole number of years. In some countries
tbe general price index is only officially defined year b7 year.
It is therefore necessary to calculate its intermediate values
(e.g. month by month), by interpolating in the schedule of
annual indices.
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outside the field of electricity generation, one
could give any number of examples : the prices
which increase least rapidly are generally those
in.industrial sectors which benefit from extensive
mass-production and technological progress (domestic
electrical appliances, electronics, car production,
etc.); other prices exhibit very irregular variations,
particularly those of raw materials.
The relative price change of a given commodity or service
is the difference (positive or negative) between the variation of this
price and that of the general price index. Calaulations using constant
money must take these fluctuations into account. In fact, even in a
theoretical reference economy in which the monetary unit maintains a
constant value from a given date, prices continue to change and these
variations are precisely the relative price changes.
In certain cases, these relative price changes are quite
stable, because of the correlation between the variation in the price
of the colllllodi ty or service in question and the increase in the general
level of prices.
In particular, the rel~tive change in wages (or increase in
purchasing power) has been fairly stable for a number of years now. On
the other hand, relative price changes of raw materials such as uranium
are difficult to predict.

4·4 Relationships Between Calculations in terms of
Current Money, Constant Money and Constant Prices
Let t 0 be a reference date and t any date other than t 0 •
For a given plant item, material or service, one can define
three prices :the price P (t

0

the price P (t)

)

at date t 0 (in money of the same date)
at date t

(in money of the a..e date)

the price P0 ( t) at date t, ref erred to money at date
t 0 by means of the general price index.
The ratio

11il

~)

represents the v~iation in the price
in ~estion in terms of current money

The ratio P0 ( t)

represents the variation of the same
in terms of constant money, or
'P(t 0 ) price
relative price change.

The ratio

11:U

~)
0

represents the general price index at
t relative to t •
0

One can write:
=

p

-

0

(t)

X

11il

~)
0

-

~H)

-

The total variation in the current money prioe between t 0
and t is therefore the product of the relative price change and
the general price index for t relative to t 0 •
A calculation which uses exclusively:prices at date t 0 , such asP (t 0 ), is known as a
"constant price" calculation,
prices at the date of payment, such as P(t), is known
as a "current price" or "current money" calculation,
prices expressed in the monetary unit for date
such as P0 ( t), is known as a "constant monel''
calculation.

4·5

t8,

Difficulties in Choice of Discount Rate

The discussion below is not about the discounting method as
such. It is intended only to indicate the difficulties encountered
when one wishes to define a discount rate, and to explain why it is
not possible to give it a precise signification or precise muaeri·oal
value.
The perfect financial market, mentioned in Section 3.1, does
not exist, nor therefore does the single ideal rate a, at which any
·market operator could borrow or lend unlimited sums of money.
Other methods of approach for the discount rate au.st therefore
There are basically two of these: one uaing the actual ooat
of money on the financial market, and the other using a macroeconomic
model.

be found.

The first consists of estimating the real cost of oapital
required by the electricity producer, who has at his disposal three
sources of financing: he can have recourse to borrowin.g, equi t1'
capital and self-financing.
The cost of ·borrowed capital is known: it is the noadnal
rate for the loan, corrected where necessary to take account of the
issuing premium, the bonus at matu:ri.ty, taxation, etc.
The cost of equity oapital is more debatable, since it
depends on the future long term evolution of dividends, and ia uiiU.&ll;y
subject to taxation which is difficult to take account of and va:riea
considerably from country to country, and even froa oompany to oompa117
within the same oountry(l).
~1}

The coat ot equity capital can for example be estimated
"Gordon-Shapiro" formula:k •
pD 1· g

where k = cost of equity capital
D = current dividend per share
P = issue price of share, net of costa
g = expected growth rate of dividend
This formula must however be adapted to the ta:a.tion
regulations applicable to each Company.

G;

~he
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The cost of capital obtained by self-financing (depreciation,
transfers to reserves, etc.) is not zero, since if this capital were
not retained within the Company, it could be placed on the capital
market and thus procure an income. On the other hand, if there were
no self-financing, the amount of capital required from outside, both
equity capital and borrowed capital, would have to be correspondingly
increased.
The total cost of the capital for the Company is therefore the
average of the costs of the three sources of financing weighted by the
quantities of funds required from each of the sources in a given future
period. (1).
However, certain countries, particularly the United Kingdom
and France where electricity is generated by a public body, use a
macroeconosdc approach to the discount rate, which is completely
different from the above. The value of the rate is then fixed by the
governmental authorities and is iaposed on the CEGB and EdF, and in
theory on all nationalised undertakings.
In the United Kingdom, this rate is fixed in BUch a way that
the profitability of low-risk investments in the public sector should be
at least equal to that of similar low-risk investments in the private
sector. This can only however be evaluated as an average over a certain
number of years. The result is that the value of the discount ra.te does
not undergo frequent changes, that it has not varied in the
United Kingdoa for over eight years, and tha~ the Treasury does not in
practice use this rate to ratica. oapital (there are more direct •thode
&Y<&ilable tar thia).
In France, the planning bodies consider that the real cost of
money on the capital market cannot represent the actual scarcity of
oapi tal in the whole of the economy, .nor can it ensure the overall
balance between saving and investment, because of the imperfections and
gaps in the capital market z the sensitivity of the supply and demand
of capital to the cost of money is limited, and there are many oth.er
means of attracting savings (in particular self-financing as referred to
above, and taxes).
According to the French concept, the purpose of the discount
rate is therefore to reflect the actual scarcity of capital in the whole
of the economyz it is the minimum profitability threshold which must be
( 1)

Let i
k
r
q>e

be
be
be
be

the
the
the
the

coat of the borrowed capital
coat of equity capital
cost of self-financing
volume of loans expected in the next n years

be the isBUes of equity capital expected in the next n years
q>a be the self-financing expected in the next n years.
q>o

The total cost of capital will be:i cp8
+ k q>e + r ~a
q

-

q>e

lf'c

+

q>a
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required of investments in order that the total demand for capital aha.ll
not exceed the total savings resources available. The rate therefore
aims at the collective interest, within the framework of the objectives
of the National Plan. It is not tied to the existence of a capital
market, and is just as valid in a socialiet economy ae in a capitalist
economy. Its value can be approximated by means of econometric .odela;
it is.closely related to the rate of growth of the economy.
The definitions of, and the approaches to, the discount rate
are therefore very different between countries and between electricity
producers.

4.6 Current Money and Constant Money Discount Rate
The actual cost of capital is established under the actual
conditions of the market and hence in terms of current money, whereas
the discount rate used by the CEGB and EdF is defined in terms of
constant money.
Now the discount rate which represents the price of money is
affected, as are other prices, by whether the inflation rate ia taken
into account or not. Thus the current high rates on the capital Mrketa
are the result, at least partially, of the desire of lenders to
safeguard themselves against monetary depreciation due to inflation.
One can also point out that, arithmetically, the discounted
sum of a schedule of costs is the B8llle eithera-

(a)

with constant-money costs LDo

(t)_7 and a rate a, or

(b) with current money costs LD (tiJ and a rate a' such that
l+a' = (l+a) {1+«) wherec( is the annual rate ot increase of the
price index (in practice we have a' •a+ oc).

In fact, the discounted cost haa a value, in the first case
of:-

,~

D0

(

t)

( l+a) t

-'-'t

and in the second case of, footnote (1) on the next pages
D0 (t) (l+ac)t

D(t)

2:

:

(l+a')t.

t
On the other
~

~

t

E(tl
(l+a') t

1:

(l+a)t

1:t

::

(l+a)t
t
hand, the discounted energy would be equal tos
instead of

(l+CC)t

Do (t)

1:

E(t}
(1 + a)t

t

It would therefore be reduced, and the discounted average
oost per kWh would be increased, as it to be expected.
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It is therefore essential to ensure that the data are
coherent&
either one works with current money and adopts a
discount rate representing the real cost of money
or one works with constant money and in this case,
the discount rate JDUst be defined as "excluding
inflation".
The following examples show the values currently adopted
by the electricity producers participating in the working group:CEGB

lo% with constant monev (2)

EDF

10% with constant money (2)

ENEL

10% with current money

Belgian
undertakings

8.6% with constant money (3)

Bad.enwerk

B%

RWE

10% with current money

with current money

These values, when rendered homosenous · (say by expressing
them all in terms of constant money), would allow considerable
divergencies.
4·7~

Conclusions of the Working

G~oup

Each electricity producer makes, for his own needs, cost
calculations according to the method of his choice, whether using
current or constant money, with an appropriate interest or discount
.rate arising from his own management and the actual conditions of the
financial market or economy of the country.
In particular, to establish budgetary forecasts and financial
needs, each Uti+ity must estimate costs as closely as possible to
actual values, and hence in current money terms.
(1)

For the sake of simplification, it is asswmed that the annual
rate of increase of the general price index is constant in time.
The reasoning could easily be generalised. The result obtained
in current money with a discount rate augmented for inflation is
not surprising since the depreciation of the monetaryunit
increases the preference for the present.

(2)

Discussions have taken place in the United Kingdom and.France as
to whether it is necessary to alter this value, probably downwards.
These discussions have not however been completed at the time of
writing.

(3)

Value deduced from the real cost of capital in current money.
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But for the purpose set by the Nuclear Energy Study Committee,
which j_s to prepare costs to a common and comparable method, the
Group of Experts recommend the use of the constant money method.
This at 1 east avoids dangerous hypotheses regarding the future
long term evolution of the general price level in the various countries
and, if not for the investment cost (Section 5.4), at least for the
forecast cost of fuel and operation.
There are at present considerable disparities in the inflation
rates (1) of the various countries. However, these disparities will
most probably change in the future, but it is not possible to say in
which direction. What inflation rate could therefore be adopted for
each country in the comparisons of current money costs? And it, being
unable to reply to this question, one decided to adopt the same rate
for all, this would mean the monetary erosion is Do longer taken into
account in the comparisons; it is therefore better to make the
calculations in terms of constant money.
On the other hand, the relative price changes in constant
money terms are relatively more stable than the variations in the
general price index, and show less disparities between countries; it is
mainly a question of relative changes in wages (see Section 4.3).
Of course, inflation introduces into cost comparisons
distortions which vary with time, and which are not t&ken into account
by constant money calculations. However, the comparisons are not made
once and for all, and should be updated at fairly regular intervals; in
this way the variations due to the inflationary component will appear,
just as successive instantaneous views give &·good idea of the dynamics
of the system under observation, a posteriori.
The same applies to the exchange rates between the currencies
of the countries in question: in constant money comparisons, account is
taken of the exchange rates in force on the date for which the 110netary
units are defined. In current money oalcl11ations, it would strictly
speaking be necesiJ&r1' to imagine a lon~term evolution of these exchange
rates, as it is related, to a great extent, to that of inflation in the
various countries. However, such forecasts would not be on a fira baeia.
Here again, a succession of comparisons will enable one to see the
effect of changes in the relative developments of the national econoBdea.
Once it has been decided to adopt the constant money
t.ii scounting method, it remains to determine the value or range of
values of the discount rate. It is both illusory, in view of the
disparities in the definition and choice among the various countries
(c.f. Section 4·5 and 4.6), and also useless as regards the practical
application of the method, to attach a particular significance to the
discount rate at the financial or macroeconomic level.
(1)

"Inflation rate'' is here synonymous with the annual variation in
the general price index.
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Nor is it possible, again because of the disparities between
countries, to give it a precisely determined numerical value; it was
seen in Section 4.6 that the values in use, in terms of constant money,
vary between lo% and an unspecified value, which is however extremely
low and fairly close to 0.
Finally, the Group of Experts recommend that the cost
comparisons should be established for two values of the discount rate
for constant money; 5% and 10%, so as to cover the major part of the
range of values actually used, and to test the sensitivity of_ the
comparisons to this basic parameter.
Summarising, in order that the comparisons should be
completely valid, it is extremely desirable and essential to unify the
following basic data:the date for which the monetary units
rates are defined

~d

exchange

the constant money discount rate (5 and lo%)
the power station life
the assumed operating modes of the power station (1)
and the discounted total utilisation
On the other hand, the relative price changes in salaries,
materials, etc. will remain specific to each country and will reflect
the actual situation in each national economy.
Finally, it is desirable to present the costs in such a way
as to be able to eliminate easily from the comparisons all the heads
of costs which are not specific to conventional or nuclear power stations
but which depend exclusively on the general regimes in force in each
country (duties, taxes, insurance, poawible customs duties, etc.).
All the other data specific to the power station in question
must be specified by each electricity producer, according to the
definitions and breakdowns detailed in the following sections.

(1)

The comparisons can easily be made for different modes of
operation, due to the breakdown of the costs into a fixed
part and a part proportional to output (c.f. Section 7).
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5· CAPITAL COST

5.1 Technical Description of Power Station
A power stat ion comprises one or more "units", each of which
have one or more boilers (nuclear or conventional) and one or more
turbo-generator sets ( 1) •
The generating costs may refer to a single unit, or two units
constructed together on the same site with a slight difference in time,
or even more than two units (e.g. up to four).

Units constructed jointly are usually identical to each other.
However, as regards their siting and their overall design, they may be
either&independent of each other, or
twinned 2 by 2, with certain buildings, premi. ses and
circuits used in common by a pair of units (machine
halls, control room, electrical installations,
auxiliary circuits, etc.); the same can hold even
in the case of more than two units.
The units are constructed either:
on a new site, or
on a site which has already been
there are units in operation.

opened and on which

In the latter case, the time which elapses from the
co..issioning of the previous units aay or uy not affect the cost of
the later i.n.stallations.
The local conditions are generally extremely different
depending on whether it is a coastal site or a river si·be. In
particular, the condenser cooling system depends on these local
conditions and may comprise either
an open circuit, or
a closed circuit, with natural or foroed draught
wet cooling towcu·rt (or cool i ntr. tow•r• of some o·ther
tne), or

a mixed circuit comprising the above two systems with
alternate operation on one or the other system, or
on both simultaneously.

(1)

In 8011le l:.<:·J!es the steam circuits can be made common. However,
the most frequent case, particularly in the nuclear field, is
that in which each unit has a single boiler and a single
turbo-gen~rator set.
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The net electrical capacity of each unit is the power
actually delivered to the system by that unit, all the auriliary load
having been deducted. It must be defined for average cooling conditions.
In the case of a mixed circuit, it ~vary over a fairly wide range,
between operation on open circuit (upper liadt) and on closed circuit
(lower limit).
Also, it is necessary to distinguish in certain oases
(e.g. light water nuclear)&
the rated capacity, guaranteed by the manufacturers
the design capacity of the plant, which has a
ma.t'gin with respect to the above oapaci ty, but
which is not taken into consideration in
evaluating future costs as a cautionary measure,
as it is not certain that it will be attained.
Finally, the safety and environmental protection constraints
which are tending to become increasingly severe in all countries, have
an important effect on costs.
In order to identify the content of the generating costs and
the causes of deviations in the comparisons, one muert. therefore have
available the following information, which does not however constitute
an exhaustive list :the number of units and the number of turbo-generator
sets per boiler,
whether the~installation is on a new site, or on an
already opened site, stating in the latter case
whether costs have already been commdtted with the
first units with a view to subsequent extension,
in the case of at least two units, their
design (twinning or independent),

overall

geographical situation: sea-coast or river, and
cooling conditions: open circuit, closed circuit
(type of cooling towers), mixed circuit (type of
circuit),
.
.
·the average technical cooling conditions: temperature
of cooling water, condenser pressure, temperature rise
in the condenser, temperature of the air and approach
to the cooling towers in the case of a closed circuit, etc.,
the net electrical capacity of each unit under average
cooling conditions, indicating the range of variation
(particularly in the case of a mixed circuit),
any margin in capacity with respect to the guaranteed
nominal capacity,
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in the case of nuclear stations, the type of reactor
(PWR, BWR, GCR, SGHWR, FBR, HTR, etc.), the thermal
output of the reactor, the type of containment, the
safety constraints (reference accident, safety
injection system, emergency supply to the auxiliaries,
emergency water reserve, resistance to earthquakes,
missiles or aeroplane crashes, protection against
sabotage, etc.), and the environmental protection
measures (temperature rise in cooling water, standards
relating to the radioactivity and chemistry of liquid
and gaseous effluents, noise level in the vicinity of
the site, conditions for the evacuation of irradiated
fuels, etc.),
in the case of conventional thermal plant, the principal
steam characteristics at the admission and exhaust of
the turbine(s), the fuel used (coal, lignite, heavy oil,
natural gas), the heat rate in tberaiea a.c.v. or
N.c.v. per kWh net, the protection of the environment
(number and height of stacks, dust collecting
installations, possible flue-gas desulphurizatiori etc.),
in the case of gas turbines, the main temperature and
power characteristics as a function of the ambient
conditions, the fuel used (heavy or semi-light fuel
oil, natural gas, etc.), protective devices against
noise and atmospheric pollution, etc.

5.2

Breakdown of Capital Cost

It is not possible to compare the capital costs for each item
of a very detailed breakdown, of the type given in the 1967 Euratom
guide. In fact, the division of contracts varies considerably from one
producer to another, varying from an extremely fine division up to a
t~nkey order for the wole power station.
Ev'en the distinction which is ·often made between direct cost
and. indirect cost does not always have the same meaning: the costs of
'd4f)eign, engineering, SUJ)ervision and co-ordination of the works, et-c.,
~ und'ertak&n either by the owner (e.g. EdF) or by consul tanc.y bureaux

or manufacturers (in the case of German producers). The costa iaearred
by the owner himself vary conside;·al:>).y dep-ending on the case.

On the other hand, it appears possible and desirable to nt on
aide and eliminate from the comparisons the overheads of the owner,
1\rhich have no direct relationship with the power station in -queation
(central services, headquarters,, etc.) (1).
Oft'8

Finally, the breakdown of the capital cost is limited to

4 items·:1.

(1)

These

Construction cost in terms of constant money, excluding
taxes, excluding interest during construction,
reco~endations

will also apply to operating costd.
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excluding insurance charges, etc., but including
the costs incurred by the electricity producer in
direct relation to the construction of the power
station.
2.

Taxes, dues, any customs duties, insurance charges
related to the contracts concluded with private
companies, etc.

3.

Interest during construction.

4·

Overheads of the electricity producer (central
services, headquarters, etc.).

For the reasons mentioned above and in Section 4.7, the
Group of Experts recommend that only items 1 and 3 should be
included in the comparison, and these are the subject of the following
sections (1).

5·3

Make-up of the Construction Cost

The construction cost ( in terms of current money or·constant
money) covers;all the payments made by the producer to his suppliers,
manufacturers, contractors, design or engineering
consultants, industrial architect, etc., to which is
generally added a reserve to cover any random charges
and contingencies arising during the construction,
the principal spares (e.g. primary pump in PWR reactors},
all the costs incurred by the producer, covering all
his personnel expenses throughout the duration of the
design, the administrative procedures and construction
of the power station (personnel involved in the design,
negotiation of contracts, administration, accounting,
supervision of manufacture and works, training of
operating personnel, etc.), as well as all costs other
than labour (miscellaneous plant, materials consumed
during the tests preceding commissioning, etc.).
At the technical level, the construction cost covers all the
design and works, including the preparation and layout of the site and
accese routes, all the temporary site installations, etc.
The limit of the plant covered by the contract is the high
voltage terminals of the station transformers, excluding the lines and
aubstation forming the interconnection with the system. The emergency
auxiliary supply transformers .are also included.
(1)

These recommendations will also apply to

ope~~~ing oo~s.
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The circuit-breakers on the outgoing power lines, situated
on the po"Qer station site, are not in principle included in the
construction cost.

5.4

Determination of the Construction Cost in Terms
of Constant Money

The constant money cost is the sum of all the payments, which
have first been adjusted to the monetary unit at the date of reference
according to the principle described in Sections 4.2 and 4•4•
However, the practical application is fairly complex and each
electricity producer no doubt has his own method. The developments
given below are not intended to propose a single method, but to indicate
the concrete difficulties and a possible method of dealing with them, on
a purely indicative basis.
One can consider any type of item supplied, ranging from a
small item of plant up to a large component (boiler, generator set) or
even a virtually complete power station.
The following are known or can be estimated:the basic price of the item on a given date (t 1 ),
which often differs from the reference date of the
monetary unit (t 0 ),
the date of payment of this price if it is paid as
a lump sum, or the schedule of payments if it is
spread over a period of time,
a revision formula which is applied to the basic
price or to each term of payment, generally of
the type:a+

where:

a,b,

S

b

Sl

car~

M

t

'il

r-oefficients, the sum of which is equal to 1.

is the specific ind~x of wages on the date which
defines the base price (t 1 )
is the specific index for a typical material
(e.g. steel) on the date t1
S,M

(1)

are the wages and material indices on the date of pa111ent
of all or part of the basic price (1).

In fact, the price rev1s1on formulae are often more complex: there
are several terms for wages, as well as for materials, the swm of
the coeffi~ients remaining equal to 1. The same contract may
include also several revision formulae, which apply respectively to
design, construction at the works, transport, erection on site etc.
The simplification made for the convenience of the description doee
not limit the general nature of the problem.
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item of payment which becomes aue on date t may be
expressed in three ways:An

~

P(t 1 ), in terms of the money corresponding to date t 1
of the basic price
P( t),

in terms of the money corresponding to the
date of payment t

P0 (t), in terms of the money corresponding to the
reference date t 0 for the monetary unit.
The transfer from P(tl) to P0 (t) is made in two main steps;first of all from P(tl) to P(t), by estimating the
wages and materials indices for date t and applying
the revision formula:-

= P(t 1 )

P(t)

x

I a+ b S(t)
l
sl

+

c

M{t)

]

Ml

then one converts back from P(t) to P0 (t) by estimating
the variation in the general price index between t 0 and
t, i.e. (1 +~):-

P0(t) =

r<!~

Thus the method of comparing costs in terms of constant money
does not allow the electricity producer to dispense with taking into
account forecast changes in salaries, materials and inflation for his
own country.
This is justified, since all the financial clauses of a
contract are a whole, and the basic price cannot be isolated from the
revision formulae which accompany it. A supplier may agree a lower
basic price if the revision formula is more favourable to him (very low
fixed term, larger wages element, etc.), and conversely. The price
revision formulae must therefore be included, and their inflationary
effect taken into account.

In terms of constant money,
calculable relative price changes.

these formulae give rise to

For example, suppose that the price P(t). has previously been
expressed in money at date t 0 , either by applying the price revision
formulae between t 0 and t1 if t1 is earlier than t 0 , or in the other
case by dividing by the variation in the general price index between
t 0 and t1;
Then in the report:P0 (t)

(tl)
p

a + b

=

1 +

s
sl

oc

+

M

~1
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the factor

s/sl 1s
· s1mp
· 1y

th e re 1a t·1ve pr1ce
·
change

1 +~

in salaries and M/M1 that in materials (see Section

4.4).

~

The term Ia+ cl. is a special relative price, arising from
the presence of a fixed term in the price revision formula. Since this
term remains constant in terms of current money, in relative price terms
it decreases as fast as inflation increases.
Finally, in working out the investment cost in constant money,
the introduction of the rate of inflation, as well as the relative price
changes in salaries and materials, is made necessary:by the existence of a fixed term in the price

revision formulae
by the conversion of costs in original prices to
prices at the monetary unit reference date
for stations under construction, by the conversion
to these price levels of costs incurred before the
reference date.
The cost of construction in constant money would therefore be
usefully supplemented with the following information:the price revision formulae associated with
construction costs
the expected change in the particular price indices
used in the formulae over the period covered by the
evaluation of those costs
the expected change in the general price index over
the period of construction.

5·5

Interest during Construction

In the financial clauses of each Contract, the schedule of
payments ia just as closely connected with the base price as ~· the
rev1s1on formulae. Here again, in fact, a supplier may agree ·a lower
base price if he is paid more quickly after the signature of the Contract,
aa this increases hi a funds and may procure him financial beneti ta. On
the other hand, the more delayed the payments are, the higher will be
the supplier's basic price.
The

SWJl

ot· the

costa discounted to the date 0 and at the rate

a, is:t

( 1 + a) P ( t)
0

t
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The amount of the interest during construction is then:t
(l+a) P0 (t) -

L

t

This is often expressed as a percentage of the construction
cost in terms of constant money"t-

L

(l+a)tP 0 (t)

t

1
p

0

X

100%

(t)

The schedule of payments, i.e. the P0 (t) schedule, can be
defined in the greatest detail on the basis of the time schedules
given in the Contracts. The items of payment may however also be
grouped, in order to simplify the schedule, without thereby altering
the interest during construction; for example, a payment at the start
or in the middle of each year (these are not calendar years, bul periods
of 12 months based on the date 0).
This detailed or simplified schedule must include the expenses
incurred by the owner, which consist largely of wages and are distributed
uniformly in time; they can therefore be concentrated at the middle of
each year.
In the discounting method described in Section 3.1, the
schedule of payments during construction is taken automatically into
account in the discounting of all the costs, to a date on which the
average discounted cost per kWh does not depend (cf. Section 3.2,
Footnote). It is not therefore necessary either to define this date
precisely or to indicate explicitly the interest during construction.
However, comparisons between the costs of generating
electricity must be able to be made, not only in relation to the average
discounted cost per kWh, but also in relation to the capital cost per
net installed kW. It is then necessary to take the time-schedules
explicitly into account, and in order to do this, to discount the costs
to date which it is logical to relate to the end of the construction
period.
The date adopted for this purpose by the Group of Experts is
the date of commissioning or beginning of commercial operation; on
this date, the performance guaranteed by the Manufacturers should have
been achieved under the conditions laid down in the Contracts, and the
electricity producer may take complete charge of the operation of the
power station.
·
Apart from its contractual character, this date also has an
economic and financial significance: up to then, the capital invested
in the power station has been unproductive, and the electricity
producer bears completely the corresponding financial charges. However,
from the beginning of commercial operation, the revenue received from
the supply of power allows the producer to pay back the borrowed capital.
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This date is defined unambiguously in the case of a single
unit or if, in the case of several units, the schedule of payaenta
relating to each of them is known.
On the other hand, when the schedule of payments is common
to two jointly constructed units, without it being po..ible to separate
them from each other financially, the discounting date is placed rather
arbitrarily at an equal point between the commissioning of the
successive units.
The schedule of payments does not generally atop at the date
thus defined.
The fUbsequent payments are then divided (instead of
multiplied) by (l+a) •
Similarly, energy production does not commence at the start
of commercial operation, but a few months before (bringing up to power,
ae~commeroial operation); the discounting of the energy to that
date must of course take this into account.
Finally, one can calculate
oapi tal costs i.e. the date on which
without changing the interest during
x between this centre of gravity and
operation is given by the equation1-

the centre of gravity of the
all the costs could be concentrated
construction. The interval of time
the date of the start of commercial

=

However, x is a function of a, and a knowledge of a single
point of this function does not enable one to calculate the interest
during construction for any value of the rate a.
The figures for the interest during construction (Item 3 of
Section 5.2) must therefore be complemented bx the schedule of ooata
including at least one term of payment per year in order to be able to
repeat the calculation with the chosen discount rate in order to compare
the capital cost per kWe and the average discounted cost per kWh, in
particular for the two values recommended by the Working Group: 5% a.ndlQ%.

5.6

Cost of llismantlir:_g

The capital cost which has been defined and analysed above does
not include any provision for the dismantling of the power station,
after final cessation of operation.
It is recommended that a separate heading should be provided
for this cost, which will then be discounted to the date of origin, in
the aame way as all the other coats, and will make its contribution to
the av~rage discounted cost of the kWh.
This heading will appear "for information'' if it is not possible
to evaluate this co£.t; especially in the case of nuclear power stations
i ~ is in fact still extremely inaccurately known, although certain
studies can give. approximate estimates. It may vary considerably
depending on whether the dismantling is total or partial, the time lapse
between the final shutdown of the power station and the oommenoeaent ot
dismantling, etc.
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In any case, this operation takes place at a date far
removed from the commissioning and its effect on the average discounted
cost per kWh.is extremely small, because of the discounting process.
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6.

OPERATING COSTS (EXCLUDING FUEL COSTS)
6.1 Definition and Breakdown

As in the case of capital costs, the technical description of
the power station in Section 5.1 is essential if we are to place the
operating costs correctly in their context.
These costs are generally given for one rear of operation
(here counted not as a calendar year but as periods af twelve months
starting from the date the station goes into commercial operation).
These costs vary from year to year because of changes in relative prices
but they can be given a discounted average value over the whole life of
the station {see Section 6.2). The total discounted cost of operation
is then equal to the product of that annual average value and the
number of discounted years (see 3.3). As the operating expenditure is
distributed uniformly over time, in order to discount it, they can be
assumed to be concentrated in the middle of each year of operation
(see Appendix.l).
The operating costs include:a fixed portion, independent of the utilisation
(load factor) of the station, expressed in MU per
kWe net per annum
a portion proportional to the energy generated,
expressed in MU per kWh.
As in the case of capital costs, there is no need to give a
very detailed breakdown of operating costs. The following limited
breakdown is sufficiently in line with the treatment adopted for capital
costs (see Section 5.2).
Fixed Part in

MU

per

kWe net per

annum

1.

Direct operating costs, excluding taxes, compr1s1ng: all
labour costs on site, materials, stores and supplies,
repairs and n:a.intenance, (1) etc.

2.

Taxes, dues, fees and i:1su:.-r.~.rce charges relating to contracts
concluded wi. th outside bN'ies e·tc.

3.

General costs (regional and headquarters overheads).

Proportional costs, in MU per kWh (always excluding fuel)

1.

( 1)

Materials used in operation, proportional part of repair and
maintenance costs (especially for gas turbines).
Annual ~epair ~1d maintenance costs are oft en expressed as a
percentage of the cost of all materials used in repair,
calculated as a statistical average.
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2.

Dues, taxes, fees and insurance etc.
This breakdown of proportional costs is not exhaustive.

As in the case of capital costs, the cost comparisons should
be based only on the costs in item 1 (fixed and proportional).

6.2

Effect of Relative Price Changes on Operating Costs

The relative price changes in constant money terms involved
in the operating costs are mainly those connected with wages, taxes
(generally upwards) and certain materials (in some cases downwards).
As operating costs cover a long period of time and include a
relatively high portion of wages and also often of taxes, the effect
on the relative prices is very considerable.
Consider any item of operating cost which undergoes an annual
relative price change ~' and let:
t 0 be the date of defining the monetary unit
t 1 be the date of comodssioning

n be the n-th year of operation
N

be the number of operating years.

In constant money at date t 0 , the relative cost of the item
considered is:-

at the date t

0

for the whole of the year
oom.enoing at da~t

0

P (l....C} tl - to

at the date tl

0

p o(l+c(}~ +tl-to

P (l+<}tl-to + 1
0

P (l+(.)tl-to+n-Y2
0

~

-J2 ~

for the year commencing at t
1
(first year ot opeation)
for the n-th year of operation
(n extending from l to 1')
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The annual cost of this
date of commissioning is:-

it~

on average discounted

fro~~

the

N

L
n =1
= ----------------------N

1

L:
n=l

N

r ( +c.rl
1

n=l
N

X

Cost at date t

n.£

1

l+a
1
(l+a)no- J

This expression is the product of the coats at date t and a
"discounted relative price change" over the whole life of the 1
station. If the relative price change is zero (~.0} the expression
reduces to P0 •
The calculation should be performed
which is expected to undergo a relative price
results obtained in this way are added. From
overall relative price change applying to the
on the one hand and the proportional costs on

separately for each itea
change; then all tae
this can be derived an
whole of the fi:aed. oona
the other.

The breakdown necessary for this calculation i a not that in
the foregoing section, but the following:-

wages
taxes, fees, dues
materials with a non-zero relative price change
all costs with zero relative price change
The effect of the relative price changes can be considerable.
For example the following values are possible1+ 4• 5% per annum for wages and taxes

- 1%

per annum for certain materials

The ratio of F (average discounted over the whole life of the etation)
to P0 (cost at date t 0 ), can then reach:1.25 if tl = t
l. 55 if tl

0

= t 0 +6
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The overall relative price change is then 3-5% per annum: the costa
increase by 3·5% per annum from the first to the last.year of operation.
The levelised average cost also increases by 3·5% when the
commissioning date is postponed by one year.
In order to indicate the effect of relative price changes, the
breakdown in Section 6.1 should be supplemented with the following
information:the number of people on site
the portion of wages in items 1 and 3 of the fixed costs
the relative price changes at constant money, especially
in wages (items 1 and 3 of the fixed costs) and taxes
(item 2 of the fixed costs and of the proportional coats)
the overall relative price change when the comadssioning
date is postponed for one year, in the whole of the fixed
costs and on the proportional coste.
This list is not exhaustive. Supplementary information would
allow a deeper analysis of repair costs, e.g.zbreakdown of manpower into: operation, repair and
maintenance, adDdnstration and site management
annual repair and maintenance costs as a percentage
of the capital cost of the equipment
etc •••••••
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1·

COST OF FUEL

7.1 Brief Reminder of the Cost of Fuel in Conventional
Thermal Power Stations
In the case of conventional thermal power stations, the cost
of fuel (coal, heavy oil, natural gas, lignite, etc.) is defined very
simply: it is the product of the heat rate, in thermies {1000 koal) per
kWe net, and the price of the thermies delivered at the power station (1).
This price is expressed, as are all the other costs, in monetary units
at the reference date and may or may not show a relative price
variation with time.
Environmental protection constraints must be taken into
account, precipitation, desulphurisation or mixing of fuel oils, as well
as the costs or sales from ash and dust disposal. All fuel expenses
arising from investment or operation are taken account of in the
preceding chapters.
All fuel expenses, relating to investments (handling or
treatment of installations )and to operations (operating and maintenaDce
of the installations) are taken account of in the preceding chapters.
The only costs.included here are proportional to energy
output and are expressed as a proportional cost per kWh. The total
present value fuel cost is then the product of this cost and the total
present value energy.
Fultt.hermore, reserve stocks of fuel on site add a fixed cost
independent of utilisation. This cost is equal to the initial coat ot
the stock less recovery value at the end of the station's life,
discounted to the coiDJilercial coi.IDiissioning date. In ter• of ua:aal ooat
tllia is a f'inanoial oharp equal to the val• ot the atook ad. the cliaooUD.t rate.
However, these financial charges remain relatively low and
this stock is not physically indispensable for the operation of the
power station; this is a basic difference from the case of nuclear
fuel.

7.2 Outline of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle
The calculation of the cost of nuclear fuel ia much JROre
complex than that for conventional thermal atationsa a minimum mass of
fuel is necessary in the reactor for the generation of energy to be
possible (critical mass); the fuel cycle involves a large number of
operations; and the immobilisation period of the fuel during these
operations (including irradiation in the reactor) is of the order of
6 years.

(1)

Specifying whether gross or net calorific value is used. It is
also necessary to take account of the fact that average efficiency
is less than that achieved on full power, because of stoppagee,
starts, outages, partial running, etc.
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The result of this is that the nuclear fuel costs are not
purely proportional to the energy produced and they cannot be broken
down simply into yearly amounts.
In the methodological framework adopted, the contribution of
fuel to the average discounted cost per kWh is the ratio of all the
fuel costs, discounted to the date of commercial commdssioning, to the
total energy discounted to the same date.
In the case of a light water reactor (PWR or BWR) or a fast
breeder reactor, the fuel renewals require the shutdown of the reactor
and consequently take place at fairly long intervals (often of the
order of one year).
The name of fuel batch is applied to a group of assemblies
charged simultaneously into the reactor and discharged simultaneously.
The assemblies in a batch all have the same characteristics
(particularly the same initial enrichment).
All the batches charged prior to commissioning constitute the
first charge (or first core). During operation, each renewal consists
of discharging one or more batches of irradiated fuel and charging one
or more batches of fresh fuel. When the power station is finally shut
down, all the fuel contained in the reactor, which constitutes the
last charge (or last core), is discharged.
A particularly interesting period is that of the balanced
regime, when the renewals take place at regular intervals and when
the characteristics of the charged and discharged batches are repeated
identically on each renewal.
In PWR reactors, in which the fuel is renewed roughly by
thirds of a core, it can be assumed that balance is attained at the
third renewal, that all the recharges have, from the first one onwards,
balanced characteristics and that only the first and last charges give
rise to disturbances in the balanced regime. For BWR reactors
recharging is a little more complex, approximately by a quarter of a
core, and the equilibrium period is achieved a little more slowly than
for PWR's.
The total discounted fuel cost and the average discounted cost
of the kWh can be broken down in various ways:either by batch (for example, first charge, recharges
and reserve stocks)
or by operation of the fuel cycle: natural uranium,
enrichment, manufacture of assemblies, reprocessing,
uranium credit, plutonium credit (Sections 7.3 and 7.4).
or in terms of a fixed portion (independent of the
utilisation of the unit) and a portion proportional to
the energy generated (Sections 7•5 and 7.6).
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7.3

Operations related to the New Fuel
These operations are the following:extraction and processing of the ore, for delivery
in the form of concentrates ('jrellow cake''·)
conversion of the concentrates into UF6
enrichment
manufacture of fuel assemblies, covering all the
operations from the· enriched UF6 up to the delivery
to the site of the finished assemblies,. ready for
charging into the reaot.or •.

The quantities of fissile materials delivered t:o the··
assembly manufacturer are generally slightly greater than stri.ctly
necessary, in order to compensate for losses during manufacture. The
majority of these losses can be ~ecov.ered (U02 pellets· vary· slightly·
damaged· during handling, or whose. dimensions are not. wit.hin the;
tolerances, etc.).
From the economic point of view,. the factor prices·
involved are:the price of concentrates in $ per lb of u'l.o , converted
8
into the currency of each country by the rate of
exchange of the ~ at the reference date of the··
monetary unit; the price· in MU/1 b of U o is convert·ed
8
to the price in MU/kg of U contained, ~y multiplying·
it by 2.6
the price of converting the concentrates into UF6,
in MU/kg of U contained
the price of enrichment,, in MU/kB-SWU
the cost of manufacture, in MU per kg of U contained
in the finished assemblies.
All t·hese cost·s includ.e·. the cost of transport and all the·
additional coats associated with each operation. They are Hpre·ssed.
in constant money at the reference dat.e. for the monetary unit. They
may be accompanied by a rela-tive. price change: that affect-ing ur.aniuar
is: ertremely difficult- to predict, but it ia to be feared that it.
will r.emain in the upward direction •. On the.other hand, that
arfecting manufacture· should continue to decrease, because of massproduction, economies of scale and t·echnologioal progress expected in
t·hi..s light industry, whi.ch i.s very repetitive and easily lends· itself"·
to: automat ion •..
T.he r::ost of each operation mu.st. be accompanied: by a schedule·
of papents,. set out, fo·r example.,. monthly with respect to the date~, of
loading· the· assemblies in the reacto.r (taking into. account: t.he p.rmtod
of storage. on the sit·e,,. between delivery. and. charging).
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The discounting of the costs can be carried out in two
periods: first of all from the date of payment to the date of
charging, and then from the latter to the date of commercial
commissioning.

1·4 Operations Related to the Irradiated Fuel
These operations are as follows:transport of the i~~adiated fuels from the site to
the reprocessing plant
the reprocessing proper, ending with the separation
of the fission products and the recovery of the uranium
(still slightly enriched with respect to natural uranium)
and of the contained plutonium, generally in the form
of nitrates
the treatment of radioactive waste, compr1.s1.ng in
particular vitrification, then transportation and
final storage
the transformation of the recovered uranium nitrates
into UF6 ready to be sent back to the enrichment plant
The cost of these operations is at present subject to
considerable uncertainties and can only be estimated extremely
roughly. It is expressed in MU per kg of U, but it must be clearly
specified for clarity of definition whether the kg of U is contained
in the new assemblies or in the irradiated assemblies (there is a
difference of the order of 5%)~
The recovery of the uranium which is still enriched
(approximately 0.9% of U 235 in the case of PWRs) and of plutonium
gives rise to credits, which may be less than or greater than the
cost of the whole of the reprocessing (including all the operations
described above), depending on the unit prices adopted.
The uranium credit is the saving obtained on the quantities
of natural uranium and of kg-SWU intended for the new assemblies, due
to the recycling of the recovered uranium: it is calculated on a
basis of the unit prices defined in Section 7.3.
The plutonium credit is determined by applying a unit price
to the quantity of plutonium recovered. It must be clearly stated
whether this is only fissile Pu (uneven isotopes) or the total Pu.
The value of a gramme of plutonium is still not known
accurately, as there is no world market. The only value which oan be
suggested is the saving in natural uranium and separative work due to
the recycling of the plutonium in light water reactors. However, the
uncertainties regarding the additional cost of manufacturing, and
perhaps reprocessing, the assemblies enriched with Pu (mixed U02-Pu02
oxide), make the results extremely doubtful. As to the effect of the
development of breeder reactors which is expected in certain countries
on the value of the Pu, this is even less accurately known and a study
of this would be outside the terms of reference of this report.
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The cost of reprocessing (in the widest sense of the word)
and the U and Pu credits must be accompanied by a schedule of payments

set out for example in months from the date of discharging of the
fuel batch in question (taking into account the period of storage and
cooling in the pond, transportation, etc.).
As with the new fuel, the discounting of coats can be
carried out in two phases: firstly from the date of payment (or
credit) to the date of discharging, and then from the latter to the
date of commercial commdssioning.

7•5

Breakdown of Fuel Cost into a Fixed Part and
Part Proportional to Output

Contrary to the case of fossil fuel, nuclear fuel costs
are not fully proportional to energy output and contain a fixed part,
for two reasons already indicated:the reactor must always contain a complete core
(critical mass) whereas a fossil fuel stoCk is
not essential to boiler operation and can finally
be run down to nothing
nuclear fuel remains in the reactor for several years,
whereas fossil fuel is always burnt ~aiCkly and fully.
Consider first the equilibrium regime. At any time, the
reactor core has fuel assemblies with all the equilibrium
characteristics and with average irradiation characteristics, both in
space and time, equal to half the irradiation of discharged fuel; it
can be described as "a core in equilibrium at half burn-up".
As regards economics, this core has a value equal to half
the sum of its new value (cost of new assemblies) and of its residual
value (U and Pu credits less the coat of reprocessing - this value
may be negative).
The immobilisation of this mean va.lue in the reactors
throughout its life leads to financial charges independent of the
unit's utilisation and constituting a fixed component. Furthermore,
this value is - theoretically - recoverable at the final shut-down of
the reactor, as if it were a sto~k~ The fixec component is thus
equal to the difference between the value of an equilibrium half-burnt
core and its residual value at end of life, pr~sent valued to
commissioning date. It is expressed in units of MU/kW.
This fixed part is thus due to the permanent presence of a
stock of fuel in the reactor. But this stoCk is renewed in proportion
to energy output and all recharging costs are proportional to energy
supplied. These costs, present valued to the da!e of recharging, arezthe cost of the new loaded batch
the cost of reprocessing the unloaded irradiated batch
U and Pu credits (negative costs)
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The total of these costs divided by the energy produced during one
campaign (interval between two consecutive recharges), is the
proportional cost, in MU/kWh.
If the unit prices have relative price changes in constant
money terms, the proportional cost will vary with time, with recharges,
and it is possible to define a discounted average value over the life
of the unit.
But this description is very schematic and must be completed.
In effect, the initial charge is not "a core in equilibrium at half
burn-up" and is composed entirely of ne11 assemblies. The equilibrium
regime is attained only after several campaigns (of. section 7.2).
Although at equilibrium batches stay in the reactor for 3 or
4 campaigns, the first batch discharged only stays in for one campaign:
there is a resulting overcoat, not so much of the fissile material
(since the enrichment can be adjusted accordingly), but rather because
of fabrication and reprocessing. It is the same, ·to a lesser extent,
for the second batch only remains for two campaigns, and so on until
the time in the reactor reaches the equilibrium value. Similarly,
leading up to final shut-down, the last batch only stays for one campaign,
etc.
To take account of these perturbations to the equilibrium
regime at the beginning and end of the reactor lifetime (together with
other much less important ones not mentioned here), it is necessary to
add supplementary terms·:."to the fixed component defined above. Some of
these terms are not firmly fixed, since they depend on the unit's
utilisation during the first few campaigns, by means of the recharging
dates and on the fact of discounting. But these terms are relatively
very small.
For the proportional cost component, it is possible to keep
the above de~inition, extended over the unit's lifetime and including
the transient period prior to equilibrium. It is thus easy to calculate.
To a close approximation, the total present valued fuel cost
is a linear function of the total present-valued energy: fixed
component + (proportional cost x present valued energy}. The mean
present valued cost per kWh, in MU/kWh, is equal to:
fixed component
+ proportional cost
present valued energy
The fixed part so defined has no reason to equal the cost of the initial
charge. For light water reactors, it is not more than 7o% of the cost
of the initial charge.
Consequently, if one spreads the total initial
charge coat over the present valued energy and adds the equilibrium
proportional cost, one overestimates the total fuel cycle cost.
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The initial charge is considered only to establish budgets and
financial requirements before the station is commissioned (1).
Appendix 2 gives the mathematical development of the principlea
described here and a detailed numerical example for reactors with offload refuelling (in particular PWR and BWR). Reactors with on-load
refuelling (gas-graphite, heavy water) need a different presentation but
the same general principles apply.

7.6 Effect of Operating Constraints and Random Factors
on the Discounted Averye Cost per kWh
The results described above give the average discounted oost
per kWh as a function of availability and utilisation of the unit
(number of hours of equivalent operation at full capacity).
However, these results assume that all the campaigns are
continued to their completion, i.e. that all fuel batches are discharged
when they have exactly reached their reject irradiation (except in the
case of the last 2 batches), for unit nominal performance.
In actual fact, this will not always be the case because the
actual utilisation and operation of a power station are subject to a
number of random factors, and because of these the operator will have to
alter the date planned for the renewal of the fuel, for one of the
following reasons:as the result of a defect in the fuel
in order to make use of a shutdown for other reasons
(maintenance, breakdown, etc.)
in order to obtain a better distribution in time of the
shutdo·wns for recharging and maintenance of each unit,
within the framework of the general maintenance
-programme for all plants
in order to avoid a shutdown during the period of
heaviest Ays+.em load (in Europe, the hours of full
load in winter and particularly in December, January,
February)
etc ••••••
Faced with the various decisions to be made, the operator will
usually have the option of choosing between several solutions. This
choice will however be limited by a number of constraints:the consequences of the previous history of the
reactor and the fuel

( 1)

But contr.~;-,,. to the investment cost, the cost of the initial charge
need not be spread over the whole life of the unit: a part of
this cost is in fact proportional and is spread over the energy
produced in the first few campaigns.
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the limits on fuel utilisation imposed by
technological and safety criteria
the availability and limits of exposure to radiation
of the personnel in charge of maintenance and fuel
recharging, etc ••••
For example, when it is a matter of adapting the operation of
the units to system requirements and avoiding the winter period, the
operator will generally have a choice, within the limit of the constraints
referred to above, between two possibilities:either extending the campaign beyond the date
corresponding to a zero reserve of reactivity
in the reactor for normal operating conditions,
which necessitates a gradual reduction of power
("stretch out" operation);
or bringing forward the renewal date, thus losing
on the reject irradiation of the fuel.
The economic effect of these decisions is the result of a
balance between two terms, discounted from the date of implementing the
decision up to the end of the life of the reactor:the add.i t ional cost due to the changed in the refuelling
programme and the reject irradiation of the fuel, with
respect to the method which theore-tically minimises
the average discounted cost per kWh
the increase in value .to the system of the nuclear
power and energy, due to postponing the shutdown.
(saving in fossil fuel and investment in peak plant).
Some studies indicate that the first term is r!!latively ver1
small compared with the discounted average cost per kWh (less than 1~)
and that, in the case of a system whose load curve varies considerably
with the seasons, the second term is much more important than the first.
It is therefore probable that the system requirements will have
priprity over the actual savings in the fuel cycle of each reactor
considered in isolation.
Furthermore, when nuclear nations come off base load, the
increasing number of start-ups, shutdowns and hours of operation on part
load will involve a slight reduction in the average net efficiency of
the units and a slight increase in the discounted average cost per kWh,
which is inversely proportional to efficiency. Here again, however, this
effect is of secondary importance.
Finally the fuel costs should include cost of fuel assemblies
(or fissile material) held as r.eserve stock during the station lifetime.
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8.

SYNTHESIS OF RESULTS, CONVEJiTIONAL-NUCLEAR COMPARISONS,
AND CONCLUSION

All the fixed costs, independent of the electricity produced
and expressed in MU per kWe net, comprise:capital cost (Section 5)
total fixed operating costs, discounted over
the whole life of the station (Section 6)
the fixed part of the cost of nuclear fuel (Section 1
and Appendix 2) .
The cost proportional to output in MU per kWh, oomprisesaproportional operating costs (Section 6)
proportional fuel costs (Section

7).

If we call the fixed part A, the proportional cost b and the
discounted total utilisation u, the discounted average cost per kWh is
expressed (either for each of the items: capital, operation, fUel, or
for the whole three) as:A

u

+ b

Knowledge of the quanti ties A and b therefore enable us to calculate the
cost of the kWh for a given utilisation without which the costs of the
different sources would not be comparable with each other for a given
type of plant (nuclear, conventional thermal, gas turbine ••••• )

By virtue of the knowledge of the relative price changes at
constant money, it is also possible to give a list of annual generation
cost figures (see Section 3.3), comprising:fixed charges taken as equal annual payments
(interest and depreciation, arising from the
capital costs and the fixed portion of the fuel cost)
the operating costs for the year considered
the proportional cost of operation and of fuel
Let A{t), b(t) and H (t) be the fixed costs, the proportional
cost and the utilisation in year t respectively. The cost per kWh
is then:-

ilil

+

b(t)

H(t)
and the total cost of generation for that year (per kWe net):A(t) + b(t)H(t)
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The discounted average cost per kWh is given by calculating the average
of the annual costs, weighted by the number of hours and by the discount
factors for successive years, according to the expression:A(t)+b(t)H\t)
( l+a) t-2

T

E

H( t)
t-12
( l+a )

t=l
The discounted average cost per kWh is the most aggregated
presentation of the information and it breaks down into three main
components:capital investment
operation (excluding fuel consumption)
fuel (including the initial charge for nuclear stations).
The structure of the discounted average cost per kWh can
differ considerably for different methods of generation. If we compare,
for instance, nuclear and conventional thermal, the capital investment
portion is heavier, and the fuel portion mueh smaller, for the first
than for the second.
Simply ~s an indication, the approximate percentages could be
as follows, for light water units of at least 900 MW, oil fired units of
600 to 700 MW, both on base load:-

Nuclear

Conventional Thermal

Capital Investment

5<>%

18%

Operation
Fuel

2o%
3o%

12%

7a%

loa%

lao%-

-

Total

But the total cost of the conventional thermal station would be higher
by over ~ than the nuclear, for base load operation.
Given these two costs of generation in the form A + bU, it is
easy to calculate the utilisation U0 for which the choice of a kW of
nuclear or conventional thermal is equal:-
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An + b nUo

•

u0

=

(n = nuclear
t • thermal)

If the generating plant llix ia euoh that the utilisatiCD U ot
a new kW exceeds U then nuclear is 110re eooa.omio thaD oonventiooal ther•l,

ed vioe versa

0

If existing conventional plant is scrapped and substituted by
nuclear, only the fixed operating costs should be included in At
(re4ac't1Cil of the ooata of displaoe.ant a4 retraillillg ot labour wileD aorappiJae).
The utilisation U0 for equal economic merit between these alternatives
is then considerably higher than in the case of new conventional plant.
(1)
It would still be necessary to take account, in these
comparisons, of differences in station lifetime, availability at peak
periods, and later outage times for maintenance and recharging, etc.
But the method presented in this report does not enable the comparison
between nuclear and conventional thermal to be taken further.
Calculation of the optimal mix, in a given production system
between different types of generation {nuclear, conventional thermal,
whether being constructed or scrapped, gas turbines, etc.) require a
knowledge of all the elements of the generation-demand system; in
particular the detailed generating plant constitution, load carve
characteristics, the lifetime for each equipment item, required reaerve
power margins, etc. (of. section 1: mandate of the Group of Experts).

J n conclusion, the complete set of information and results,
given by the definitions and schedules set out above and in the SWIIII18.ry,
provides, on a consiBtent base:-

costs of investment, operation and fuel
total fiX"f'n costs per kWe net

proportional cost per kWh
average discounted cost per kWh, dependent on station
utilisation.
It is thus possible to compare costs, and explain the reasons for
difference, for generating means of a given type: nuclear, convention&l
thermal, gas turbines.

(1)

In a plant mix: with new nuclear and gas turbines being added, and
a fixed tranche of existing conventional thermal plant, U is given
to a good approximation by making At equal to the gas tur~ine fixed
eharge, if the gas turbine utilisat1on is sufficiently low.
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In parallel with the method proposed in this report, each
electricity producer will of course use other methods directed to his
own needs. In particular, establishing budgets and financial neecls means
working in current money terms, with an interet rate depending on the
p-articular situation of each producer and each country.
Finally, comparisons between different means of gene:ation
in a given tranche of plant can use the above elements, but tak1ng
into account also more complex considerations particular to each
country.
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APPENDIX 1
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE DISCOUNTING METHOD
1.

EXPENDITURE OCCURRING AT DISCRETE POINTS IN TIME

We saw in para. 3.1 that an expense D( t) oommi tted at the
instant t has a discounted value at an instant taken as the time origin:D(t)

where a is the annual discount rate.
The time t is expressed in years, but is not necessarily a
whole number. The payment timetables are often defined in aonths. We
then have t = !! ' • being the nuaber of IICIIltha 'bet-- tbe mn•t

12

of origin aad the elate of tbe

~t.

EXPENDITURE UNIFORMLY SPREAD OVER TIME

2.

When it is a question of a continuous flow of expenditure
uniformly spread over a period of time (this is for example the oaae
with operating costs), it is necessary to employ the continuous
discounting technique. We then define D(t), the expenditure per unit
!!.!!t the discounted value of which is alwaysaD(t)

X

(l+a)-t

The discounted total cost over a period extending from 0 to
T is:-

and D(t) is constant and equal to D (expenditure uniformly spread over
time):T

rJ
0

We put:
discounting rate.

D

!

k = log (l+a), which we call the continuous
The above integral becomes:-

-kt

e

dt•D

-kT

1 -e
k

= DT

-kT

1-e

-k-T--

o

But it amounts practically to the same thing to discount the
total expenditure as if it had been corJ.ce:atrated at the middle of the
period considered, i.e. at the instant T/2, which yields:-
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T

DT(l+a)

T

-2

-k2
= DTe

The expansions of the two expressions are:1-e-kT
kT

= 1.!!
2

(~T)2- (kT)3 + •••••••

+

24

6

-leT
e
= 1.!! +
2
~

2

3

~- '~§) +········

The difference between the two functions is thus of the order
of:-

(kT)2(t-! )

= (~~?

2

For a period of time of one year and a rate k of 10% at most,
the difference is less than 5 • lo-4. The two expressions can
therefore be taken as equivalent.
To summarise, it is sufficient to divide the time into years,
to assume that the annual expenditure is concentrated at the middle of
each year and then to discount by the conventional method. Here, it is
a question not of oalendar years but periods o~ twelve months starting
from the date of commissioning of the station.
For example, let Dn be the expenditure in year n, all
referred to the middle of the year. Its discounted value is:~

(l+a) u-~
and the discounted total cost is:N

L

(N

Dn

(I +a ) n-V2
, ..

n •l

= life

of the station)

The same applies to the ener~ or the number of hours operation
equivalent to full power (see para. ).2): if E is the electrical
energy produced in the year n, the discounted eftergy- is equal to:N

n=l

E
n

( l+a)

n· -

Y2

and the number of hours:N
1/2

( l+a)n-;
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H

=

As an example, for a .= 1<>%, N =- 20 years, and
hours in the 1st year
5000 hours in the 2nd -rear
6600 hours from the 3rd to the 20th year,
3000

we find

N

n

=1

(l+a)n-Y2

• 54100 hours

The number of discounted years (see para. 3.3) equalaaN

1

n=l
NOTE

Section 3 used the notation t and T in place of n and N
respectively.
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APPENDIX 2
ANALYSIS OF THE COST OF NUCLEAR FUEL FOR REACTORS WITH OFF-LOAD
REFUELLING - BREAKDOWN INTO FIXED PART AND PART PROPORTIONAL TO
THE ENERGY

1.

COST PER CAMPAIGN AT EQUILIBRIUM

The cost of the fuel attributed to a campaign at equilibrium
and discounted to the commencement of that campaign, is:-

-T
X + Yr
with X

=

cost of the fuel charged at the beginning of the
campaign, discounted to the date it is charged
into the reactor

Y

=

cost of the fuel discharged at the end of the
campaign, discounted to the date it is discharged

T

=

duration of the campaign

r

=

l+a (a:

discount rate)

This .expression can be written:-1::!,_(l-r-T)+(X+Y)l+r-'1'
2
2
Let:
We have:

= log r (continuous disco~nting rate)

j

-T

,!±!:,-.._.. 1_j! +
2
2

-~ jT

1-r

j2T2

4

[ l_j! +
2

_
2 2

J T
~

j3T3
12
+ •••••••
-

j3T3
24

+ •••••

Consequently, the difference between l+r-T
is in the order of:.2
.2T2 ( 1

J

1 )

4 -6

J
and

1-r-T

-:pr-

.2T2
12

= .J...:!_

This difference is negligible, because j equal~ at most
0.10, T is about one year and this term is less than 10- •
The fuel cost per campaign can therefore legitimately be
written:-

We now introduce the energy E produced in the course of the
campaign by putting:-T
-T
X+ Y
x El-r
(X + Y) l=!_
jT
= E
jT
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thus bringing out the energy discounted to the
campaign. In fact, by putting the utilisation
U (energy produced per unit of time),
we have
discounted to the commencement of the campaign

E

T·

=J

.1IC

Ue

-jt

1-e-jT
dt = U
.

beginning of the
of the station equal to
UT = E and the energy
is:-

= E 1-r-T

J

jT

0

From which we obtain the final expression of the fuel cost
per campaign at equilibrium:X- y
2

-T
X+ Y
( 1-r ) + . E

•

E

I

The first term represents the financial charges on a stock
of fuel immobilised in the reactor and recovered at the'end of the
campaign.
The second term is the cost proportional to the discounted
energy produced during the campaign.
The proportionality facto! X~ y which is expressed per kWh,
is its·elf often termed "proportional cost". We can consider it as a
"JD&rginal cost", i.e. as the cost of an additional kWh generated in tbe
coarse of the campaign.
2.

DISCOUNTED TOTAL COST OF AN IDEAL CYCLE AT EQUILIBRIUM OVER
THE WHOLE LIFE OF THE REACTOR

In the course of such a hypothetical cycle, all the campaigns
repeat identically over the whole life of the reactor. It is then
suf'ficient to discount the foregoing expression at the date the reactor
is commissioned, then to sumnaate over the total number N of the campaigns.
B,y putting t. as the date of the i~th renewal and putting t 0 = o, ve get:1

N

N

!..=-.!
2

1:
ial

But as t.
= ( i-1 )T, all the terms of the first BUll cancel
1
out except the fir~ and the last, and the second BWD is nothing aore
than the total energy discounted over the whole life of the reactor.
This expression is therefore written simply as:X -Y
2

+

X +Y
E

E*tot

But it is not co~~plete because the cost or· the first charge
is not equal to X and that of the last charge is not equal to Y.

wbft

It is assumed in
follows that fuel is syst..atically
renewed in core fractions of /L; for PWR's of Westinghouse type,
effectively L=3 and for DIR' s of General Electric type, L=-4. At
equilibrium, each fuel batch remains in the reactor for L campaigns.

-

7(j -

It is assumed also that all prices are constant in constant money terms
(no relative price changes).
So that the equilibrium regime can be established after
commissioning, it is necessary to make the first core up of L batches
irradiated respectively to a fractionP/1 of the reject irradiation
level at equilibrium,~ going from 0 (new batch) to L-1.
But the value of a new batch is X and its residual value at
the moment it is discharged at the reject irradiation level is -Y
(with the sign convention adopted for Y). It appears logical to assume
that the potential value of this batch of fuel varies linearly between
0 and the reject irradiation. The value of a batch irradiated to a
fraction l/L is then:-

f )X- ~y =

(1-

(L-g_)x -J?_Y
L

The total value of the first core thus constituted is
therefore:-

L-1
1

r

E L

(L-~ )X

-.R._tJ

=

(L+l)X -

(L-l)Y

2

....{.=0

and represents an additional! (L-1) (X -Y) compared with normal renewal,
which must be added to the discounted total cost of the fuel.
On the other hand, at the moment the reactor is finally shut
down, the last core consists of L charges, irradiated respectively to a
fractionJe/L of the reject irradiation level at equilibrium,€going from
1 to L. ·
The recovery value of this core, of which the incompletely
irradiated (L-1) charges can be used for charging another reactor being
put into service, is then:L

!

L

f:(L- J..)X

L )l_ =1

-J. il

(L-l)X - (L+l)Y
2

or an addition ofY2(L-l) (X- Y) compared with the value of the fuel
discharged at a normal recharging (-Y), which it is necessary to
discount to the commissioning date and subtract from the total cost.
Final~,

it is necessary to add to the total costa~ (I-1) (X - Y){l-r-tN)
and the discounted total cost becomes:

12 (X - Y) (1-r~tN) + X + y E*
·
E
tot
The first term is the fixed part a it is the • • value ot tuel
i.aobiliaed in the reactor (a core in equilibriua at halt bur.a-up leas
the ea. value recovered at end ot life and present valued to co.U.aaiaa.ing date. The second term is the part proport1Gila1 to the total di•oounted
enercr.
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It should be noted that this formula is valid irrespective of
the distribution in time of the dates for renewing the fuel or the
duration of the campaigns. On the other hand, the energy (not
discounted) produced per campaign has to be constant, equal to E and
uniformly distributed over the duration of each campaign.
The value of the fuel permanently in the reactor varies with
time according to a saw-tooth pattern, as shown in the following
dia«ram:slope of segments such that AB •
proportional cost = X + Y

Value of fuel

i.-obi l i sed in
the reactor
1at core and at
start of

E

I

A

caapaign:
(L+l}I-(L-1 )y
2
Average value:

L(x; Y)
At end of
campaign and
last core:
{L-l)X-(L+l)Y

time ·

2

t,

....

____.t2
interval:
energy:

T
E:

It can be seen from the diagram that the average value of the
fuel immobilised in the reactor. is not equal to the cost of the first
charge, but is less than it, roughly in the ratio L to (L+l), (Y is
generally much smaller thanX). The cost of the first core is therefore
not the same as the fixed part of the fuel cos,l1 since this takes
account of recovery of stook at end of life. SimilarlY, for
symmetrical reasons,' the value of the immobilised stock is· greater than
that of the last charge, in the ratio L to (L-1) approximately
(neglecting Y).
3.

CORRECTIONS TO BE MADE FOR THE FIRST AND LAST CHARGE

In fact, the initial charge is entirely new but the initial
enrichment of the (L-1) batches which remain less than L caaapaigna in
the reactor can be adjusted so as to reduce the expenditure on fissile
material as much as possible.

F
U

Put, for one charge at equilibrium:cost of fabrication
cost of fissile material
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R

reprocessing cost
U and Pu credits

V
We

X = F + U
Y = R- V

have:-

Suppose that the expenditure on fissile material is
proportional to the energy furnished by each batch of the first core.
The quantities U and V then play only the role of X and (-Y) at the
end of the foregoing paragraph and the cost of the first core is:-

L- 1

~

1

LF +

L'

["(L-~ )U +Jl.y] =- LF + (L+l)U + (L-l)V

..t=o

2

instead of:(L+l)(F + U)- (L-l)(R-V)

(L+l)X - (L-l)Y

2

2

giving a supplement of l (L-l)(F+R) relative to the ideal cycle.
effect (L-~)(F R) is lost for each (L-1) batches discharged
L

after )t
L-1

In

.

compaigns instead of L, giving altogetherr-

~ .Jl.

(F+R)

=

k:l;f"+R)
2

'

Similarly, the residual value of the final charge is:L

-LR + 1

L'

L

{(L- J-)u +Ily]

=

-LR + (L-l)U + (L+l)V
2

.Q.. al

instead of:(L-l)(F+U) - (L+l) (R-V)

(L-l)X - (L+l)Y

:II

2

2

giving a reduction of J-2 (L-l)(F~R) relative to the ideal cycle. It is
also a supplementary cost which must be present valued to
commissioning date and.added to the total discounted cost, giving the
following global expression:(L;l)

(F+R) ( l+r-tN)

+

1 (X-Y) (1-r-tN)
2

·

+ (X

t

E

y)

E*tot

In fact, the extra cost arising from the manufacture of the
first charge is higher, because of the longer manufacturing time and
higher interest during construction than for a normal batch. In
addition, there is also an extra cost arising from the fissile materials
because of certain constraints· imposed by the reactor physics and the
non-linearity of the cost of uraniW! as a functiort of enrichment.
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Nevertheless, the terms due to manufacture and reprocessing remain
predominant, as can be seen from the numerical example given in para.

4•

CORRECTIONS TO BE MADE IN GOING FROM THE IDEAL CYCLE TO
THE REAL CYCLE

The causes of the difference between the real cycle and the
ideal equilibrium cycle are:the costs of the first core, the first batches charged
and discharged and the residual value of the last charge
the energy produced during the first campaigns.
Let:-

t.1.

the date of the ith batch (with t =0)
0

the cost of the batches charged at t., discounted
1
to that date
D.=-

the algebraic sum of the expenditure and credits
relating to the fuel discharged at ti, discounted
to ti (Di is positive when the expenditure is greater
than the credi te)

E =
1

the energy produced during the i th campaign.

1

At equilibrium we have:-

ci

=

X

D.1

=

y

E.

1

E

But during the first M campaigns before reaching the
equilibrium condition and then at the final shut down of the reactor,
it is necessary to add to the cost of the ideal cycle at equilibrium
the following corrections:initial charge:

C - (L+l)X - (L-l)Y
2

0

subsequent batches:

M

.

~

1=

(c.- X)r

-t

i

l.

irradiated batches discharged:

'

M

i~
last charge:

{L-l)X- (L+l)Y

_lr-tN

2

On the other hand the proportional part is equal to the
product of '!.±..! and the discounted total energy of the ideal cycle,
where the
E
energy of each campaign is constant and equal to E.

5·
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, the
If we wish to show the real discounted total energv, or E*
proportional cost has to be broken down into two terms:- rea1
a main term:

X+ y

E

E*

real

a corrective term !_±_! (E*
-E*
E
ideal
real )
with E*.d
1

ea

l

= EN
L

r-t i-1

i=l

+

r

-t.

1

2

If the energy were in all cases uniformly distributed over the
duration of each campaign, we would have:M

E* ideal -E* real

'
-i~l

(E - Ei)

r- t i-1

+ r- t i
2

But the real energy does not necessarily comply with this
uniform distribution (for example, the let campaign may last ·at least
two years and the utilisation may be 3000 or 5000 hours in the 1st and
2nd year respectively).
In summary, the complete breakdown of the discounted total
cost of fuel is:fixed part of the ideal cycle: ~ (X - Y) ( 1-r-tN)
cost difference of the lst charge:

C - (L+l)X - (L-l)Y
2

0

cost difference of the let batches charged:

M
-t
~ (c.1 - X) r i
i=l
cost difference of the 1st batches discharged:

-t

(Di - Y)r-ti

1=1
cost difference of the last charge:

LPN

•(L-l)X;(L+l)~r-tN

energy difference:
N

!...±...!
f:
E

E [_ r-ti-1 + r-:ti - E*
7
real2
i • 1

proportional part (cost proportional at equilibrium
extended to the whole life of the reactor and to the real
energy):
X+ Y E*
.
real
E
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To consider as fixed the whole of all the terms apart from
the last obviously consti~ an approximation. But this is quite
acceptable. In fact, the terms where no renewal date is shown are
strictly independent of the utilisation of the unit and these are the
predominant terms, as is shown by the numerical example in the next
paragraph. The cost differences of the first batches charged are
practically nil; those of the first batches discharged are very low.
The cost difference of the last charge is also very low because of its
distant date and the effect of discounting. The energy differences
beyond the 1st campaign are also very small. Finally, a variation in
the utilisation beyond the Mth campaign affects only the date of
definitive shutdown tN and the terms containing it: their variation
is negligible.
From the practical point of view it is not very easy to
calculate the fixed cost directly. It is better first to calculate:the average discounted cost per kWh
the proportional cost {at eqUilibrium)
and deduce the fixed part, equal to the difference between these two
costs multiplied by the total discounted energy.
If the price of fuel is affected by non-zero relative price
changes, it is then necessary to calculate the mean discounted value of
these prices and the proportional cost over the reactor life.

5·

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

This concerns a Westinghouse P'tJR reactor with three loops
rated at 2775 MWth and 905 MWe. 'I'he fuel in the core is replaced by
thirds {1=3). The replacement dates, the characteristics of the
batches charged and dt sc~hc..rged and the costs X and Y discounted to the
charging or discharginp. date are given in the attached table (Batches
No.4 and 6 remain in the reactor twice with intermediate storage i.n the
pond).
The o-;.:e!'<-~t·i_on?.l a.ss'UDlp'tions, in equivalent hour~ a:t full
power, are as follows, s~arting from the start of effective generation
( 3 months before commerc:i.al op~r... ~t:on) :3000 hcai r;

~n

i:h0

first year

5000 hours in the second year
6600 hours in the third to the twentieth year {base load).

The discoQ~t rate ls 10% at constant money. The discounting
date in this case is that on which generation of energy began, not the
date of entry into commercial operation. We change from thjjfirst to
the second simply by multiplying all the quantities by 1.1
12 • The
unit prices, expressed in European Uni ta of Account (UA) of January
1976 are:-
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uranium concentrates

48 UA per kg of U content

conversion into UF

3.5UA per kg of U content

6

enrichment
manufacture

80 UA/kg - separative work units
115 UA per kg of U content

all reprocessing
operations

190 UA per kg of U content

plutonium

11.5 UA/g fissile ·

The relative price changes are taken as zero.
payment schedules are given for each operation.

Well defined

We then obtain. the following results:discounted total cost of fuel

201.8 MUA(1)

discounted total energy

49.155 TWh

discounted average cost per kWh:
201.8 X 108
~
0.41 cUA/kWh (2)
49.155 X 109
of which 0.10 cUA/kWh is for the first charge
0.31 cUA/kWh is for recharges
breakdown of the fuel cycle by operations:U con cent rate

conversion to UF6
enrichment
fabrication
credit for recovery of
manufacturing losses
reprocessing (in the widest sense)
uranium credit
plutonium credit

rounded to

0.166
0.012
0.175
0.061

cUA/kWh
cUA/kWh
cUA/kWh
cUA/kWh

-0.013
0.061
-0.028
-0.02 3

cUA/kWh
cUA/kWh
cUA/kWh
cUA/kWh

0.411
0.41

cUA/kWh
cUA/kWh

proportional cost at equilibrium:
X+ y

=

E

X

with

0.34 cUA/kWh
20.9 MUA

o.8

y

=
MUA
= 905-MW x 6600 hours p.a. x 1.068 years

E

6.38 TWh
proportional part of the total discounted cost:
0.34
(1)

MUA

(2)

cUC

X

-8

10

X

49.155

X

10

9

=

167.2 MUA
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201.8 - 167.2
breakdown of the fixed part:
fixed part:

-

fixed part of ideal c.ycle

-

initial charge
first recharge
first batch discharged
second batch discharged
third batch discharged

-

=

34.6 MUA

~(X - Y)(l-r-tN) • 25.85 MUA

• 9·65 MUA
• -0.12 MUA
• 0.23 MUA
• 0.31 MUA
(D - Y)r-t3
• 0.19 IUA
3
(D - Y)r-t4
• -o.08 IUA
fourth batch discharged
4
(DN+ X·- 2Y)r-tN • 1.50 IUl
final charge
energy difference relative to the ideal cycle:
C -(2X - Y)
0
t
(c - X)r- 1
1
(D - Y)r-tl
1
(D - Y)r-t2
2

N

XE+ Y
'
'- r E
(._

i-1

•

0.34

X

10-8

r -t i-1 + r -t i _ E*
2
real

~6.38x7•57-49•15~

X

J

109

Total fixed part

• -2.92 JWA
:I

34.61 JIU.l

Thia fixed part, discounted to commercial commiaaioning date, would be
35·5 MUA or 39.2 UA/kWe.
This example shows that the first two terms (fixed pari of the
ideal cycle and initial charge) are predominant, which oonfirme that the
approxiJD&tions made above are well founded. In all the fixed t>&rt ia
appreciably less than th• cost of the initial charge (50.8 IUA) and ia
6~ of it.

Finally, the details of the costs of the first charge,
recharges at equilibrium and final charge are aa follows:(fabrication : F • 9.6
(enriched U : tf0 • 41.2
recharges at equilibrium : X • 20.9 MUA (fabrioationz F •
enriched U : U •
discharges at ,equilibriuaz T • 0.8 MUA (reproceaeing: R •
(U,Pu creditaz V •
first charge C

0

final charge

• 50.8

KUJ.

2.9
18.0
4.0
).2

: DN• 9.1 MUl (reprocessing& ~ 12.1
(U,Pu creditaa
21.2

The eo:rreot ione for first and !i.na.l chargee are:

C0 -(2X - Y) + (DN + X- 2Y)r-1N

v.-
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which breaks down into:
fabrication
reprocessing

F -2F+Fr-tN
0

-t

R+(~-2R)r N

rissile materials (enriched

u,

= 4.1

MUA

= 4.6

MUA

Pu and U credits)

U -(2U+V)+(U+2V-VN)rtN

= 2.4

MUA

total correction

= 11.1

MUA

0

The theoretical ~irrection of section 3
is : (F+R) (l+r N)

a

8.0 MUA

The true correction is bigger because :the cost of fabrication of the initial charge
is 9.6 MUA instead of 3x2.9 = 8. 7, because of
higher interest during construction
the over-cost arising from fissile materials is

2.4 MUA since t1o is greater than (2U+V)
(41.4 MUA instead of 39.3) and v1 is less than
(U+2V) (21.2 MUA instead of 24•5J•
Nevertheless, the fabrication and reprocessing costs constitute much
the greater part of the corrections arising from the initial and
final charges (79%).
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